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PITTSBURGH - Investigators are checking to
see whether a torso that washed up oa the shores of
Lake Erie In Ohio belongs to
a man whose dismembered
remains were found in two
shallow graves In Butler
County.
The 16-Inch piece of torso
was discovered about 10
days ago, said Detective
Bob Lippert of the Erie
County (Ohio) Sheriffs Department.
Butler County Coroner
William Young said he was
notified of the discovery on
Monday.
Young said a DNA test
would be performed on the
torso to determine whether
it matched the remains of
Brian Mirenna, 21, of Pittsburgh. Mirenna's skull,
arms and legs were unearthed last week in Moraine
State Park, about 60 miles
north of Pittsburgh. A man
found Mirenna's leg bone
protruding from the ground
while walking his dog on
April 21.
Mirenna, a suspected
drug dealer who was free on
ball pending a trial on drug
possession and traffic
charges, had been missing
since Feb. 28. Late last
week, police arrested William Kuhn III of Mount Oliver and charged him with
Mirenna's death.
Lippert said the nude torso, which had a gunshot
wound, was found along a
private beach about 10
miles east of Sandusky,
Ohio.
Compiledfrom staff and
wire reports

Quote of
the day
"You can think
to yourself "I'm
not those skinny
white men with
beer pouches
running across
. campus in jock
straps.'
•Joe Peiffer, WFAL DJ
and general manager
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U.S. marines kill three
Liberians at embassy
Nyenatl Allison
The Associated Press
MONROVIA, Liberia - U.S.
Marine guards shot and killed
three Liberians firing toward the
U.S. embassy Tuesday as fierce
battles engulfed the capital, littering its streets with bodies a
day after a cease-fire collapsed.
The shootings, the first
exchange of gunfire involving
U.S. troops since Liberia's civil
war reignited in early April,
came as new factional fighting
left the 10-day-old, U.S.-brokered
truce in tatters.
One U.S. Marine was grazed possibly by a cartridge from his
own weapon - but required no
medical attention, said two
senior defense officials in Washington, speaking on condition of
anonymity.
At an army barracks a few
blocks from the embassy, the
floor of a clinic was awash in
blood as scores of victims were
carried in or dragged themselves
through the door. Doctors said at
least three people had died and
60 were wounded, many civilians.
Fire from mortars, machine

guns and rocket-propelled grenades echoed through the city,
forcing George Moose, the U.S.
assistant secretary of state for
African affairs, to cancel talks at
the embassy with government,
peacekeepers and factional
leaders.
Moose, in a telephone interview from the embassy, warned
of a "major catastrophe" if the
fighting continued. He blamed
warlord-turned-politician
Charles Taylor, whose standoff
with a rival April 6 provoked two
weeks of warfare culminating in
the cease-fire.
'Taylor will be held responsible," Moose said. "If he persists
in taking power, he should expect
a strong international reaction."
In Monrovia's Mamba Point
diplomatic section, where the
embassy Is located, rival factions
battled for control through the
afternoon. At least nine bodies
were scattered on the streets of
the beachfront neighborhood. It
was unclear whether those killed
died while fighting or were
caught in crossfire.
Similar chaos spread across
the capital. Chawki Bsaibes, a
Lebanese businessman who runs

the Mamba Point Hotel, said
Tuesday's fighting was the worst
he had seen in the city.
In separate incidents at the
embassy, three Liberians were
killed and one wounded by U.S.
Marine gunfire, defense officials
in Washington said. The most serious exchange took place at a
guard post near U.S. Ambassador
William Milam's residence. Pentagon spokesman Kevin Bacon
said.
In all, the Marines counted
four separate shooting Incidents
beginning In late afternoon. In
two cases, the Marines could see
their attackers and returned fire
using M-16 automatic rifles and
M-60 machine guns.
"We dont know what (the attackers) were aiming at. Fire
came in and it was returned,"
Bacon said. The attackers' identities were not known.
The Marines are part of a
group of 270 - from an offshore
force of almost 3,000 - who are
protecting the embassy.
At the clinic, located at the
Barclay Training Center army
barracks, rocket-propelled grenades smashed into the grounds as
doctors treated patients.
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Last Stem

Hide kl OkajrMktfTfc. BG N.w.

A tree with Its last stem stands In front of Jerome Library Tuesday afternoon. The tree Is ID the construction area for East Hall.

WFAL jocks to bare butts for bucks
The BC News
If you're looking to buy a great
piece of ass, two WFAL deejays
are looking to sell.
Members of the University
community can pay to have messages written on the bodies of Joe
Peiffer and Brian D'Aurelio.
They will run across campus today in jock straps to raise money
for the Campus Escort Service.
"We are raising money for the
Campus Escort Service because
they escort us during the run and

to point out the campus escorts
will assist you across campus no
matter what you're wearing,"
D'Aurelio said.
Peiffer and D'Aurelio, hosts of
The Big Hairy Posse Show, will
start at West Hall and move past
the Union at about 5:45 p.m.
Then, thev will run toward the
Math Science Building and back
to West Hall through the sorority
houses.
To raise money, Peiffer and
D'Aurelio will sell spaces on
their bodies. The cost is $3 for

the torso and $10 for the butt.
Students can sign up today in 120
West Hall and charge the fee to
their Bursar account.
Peiffer said people can write
almost any message on their bodies.
"We've had everything from
'Hi Mom!' right above our nipjoePeiffer
ples to 'Bye Dr. Olscamp' on our
buttocks."
WFAL D) and general manager
Peiffer said this event should
make people relax before finals.
"Hopefully it will break the "If nothing else, you can feel bettension before finals," he said. ter that you are not us. You can

"We've had
everything from 'Hi
mom!' right above
our nipples, to 'Bye
Dr. Olscamp' on our
buttocks."

think to yourself 'I'm not those
skinny white men with beer pouches running across campus in
jock straps."'
D'Aurelio said he would like to
see people come out and watch
the run.
"Two years ago, we had a pretty good crowd," he said. "And
we'd love to see more this year."
D'Aurelio said it's a unique
way to say goodbye.
"I will graduate in a week and a
half and I cant think of a better
way to say goodbye.

Clinton offers U.S. help to Bill may speed
Israel for halting terrorism death sentences
Barry Schweld
The Assoicated Press
WASHINGTON - President
Clinton extended U.S. help to Israel In countering terrorism
Tuesday. Prime Minister Shimon
Peres said the accord strengthens Israel's hand in. pursuing
peace with Syria and Lebanon.
The peace process would perish if terrorists succeeded, Peres
said, because "terror would win
the day."
Clinton said terrorists "aim to
kill the growing hope for peace
itself."
"With every new step along the
path to peace, Its enemies grow
more and more desperate," Clinton said. "They know a new day
Is dawning In the Middle East."
As the signing ceremony took
place In the Roosevelt Room of
the White House, Israel and Hezbollah guerrillas exchanged
rocket and mortar fire In southern Lebanon, the first major
breach of a U.S.-brokered ceasefire that took effect Saturday. Israelis retaliated against guerrilla
rockets fired at an outpost of the
Israeli-backed South Lebanon
Army in Israel's self-proclaimed
security zone just inside Le-

banon.
The cease-fire was designed to
protect civilians on both sides
from attack but does not stop the
conflict that tests Israel's capacity to defend itself.
Tuesday's agreement formalized Clinton's offer in March to
provide Israel with technology,
research and information on terrorists. During his visit Peres
also gained a U.S. promise to help
Israel with a laser defense
system against Hezbollah's Katyusha rockets and. In the
interim, a possible adaption of
the U.S. Navy's Phalanx missiledefense system designed for
warships.
"We must do everything In our
power to stop the killing," Clinton said.
Clinton's support for Israel and
showcasing of Peres, who is in a
tough battle for election May 29,
seems designed to boost the
prime minister and endorse his
policy of trading land for peace
with the Arabs.
The leader of Israel's Likud
opposition, Benjamin Netanyahu,
is more skeptical of Arab promises. While he Is committed to
Palestinian autonomy, he also Is
dubious about an Israeli pullback

from the occupied Golan
Heights, a buffer of 470 square
miles Inside Syria.
"Dont expect me now to lay
down a map," Peres said at a
joint news conference.
Clinton and Peres were a bit
playful before the cameras. The
prime minister used his pen and
a scrap of paper to show the
president how his name would
look In Hebrew.
They exchanged compliments.
Peres said Clinton had "played a
major role In bringing peace between us and Jordan, between us
and the Palestinians."
Clinton said inviting Peres
here now was "extremely appropriate" and 'the right thing to
da" He told reporters also that
Israeli voters "have shown pretty good judgment a long while
now."
The last election carried the
late Yitzhak Rabin to the prime
minister's office. He proceeded
to conclude agreements with the
Palestine Liberation Organization and Jordan in which Israel
relinquished territory for
pledges of peace.
Peres is expected to make similar offers to Syria and Lebanon if
he wins.

Paul Souhrada
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - The Senate
has voted to close a loophole In
Ohio's death penalty law that
has allowed at least 10 murderers to escape execution.
The Senate on Tuesday
voted 29-3 to change a state
law that requires the same
jury that decides guilt In a
capital case to also consider
whether to impose the death
penalty. The bill now goes to
the House for consideration.
"It's time to stand up for the
families of the victims," said
Sen. James Carnes, R St.
Clairsville, the bill's sponsor.
"It is clear, very clear, that
the people of Ohio want the
death penalty law."
Carnes said problems can
now arise if sentences are
subsequently overturned on
appeal years later because
there is almost no chance of
impaneling the original trial
jury. Aa a result, reimposition
of the death penalty is precluded and life in prison Is the
maximum sentence allowed.
Senate Minority Leader Ben

Espy of Columbus disputed
Carnes prediction that the bill
would speed the death penalty
process in Ohio, which has not
executed anyone since 1963.
"I'm against the death penalty, but I support this bill,"
Espy said. He explained that
the bill is a common sense
remedy to the problem of locating the original jury years
after the trial.
The House, meanwhile, approved a Senate bill that
makes Ohio the final state to
recognize advanced practice
nurses.
The bill, passed 96-0, creates
four categories of advanced
practice nurses - certified
registered anesthetists, clinical nurse specialists, certified
nurse mid wives and certified
nurse practitioners - and
makes them eligible to receive
Medicald payments.
Sen. Merle Kearns,
R-Springfield, the bill's sponsor, estimated that more than
3,000 of the 124,000 registered
nurses in the state would qualify for the new designation,
which requires advanced
training.
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Letters to the Editor

Riot in the dorm room cell block

With my entire political mind
state thrown into a tizzy by an astute e-mail criticism of last
week's column coupled with extreme class-related stress, I
revert this week to a topic that
has been potential column fodder
since day one of this semester,
life In BGSU's dormitories.
I cannot overstate the Joy I feel
from my impending relocation
from Room 221 to Apartment
369. A hellish environment invariably fosters a hellish psyche. I
firmly believe that the oncampus housing sentences we
receive are one of the leading
causes of student stress.
That prison metaphor bears
drawing out The University sentences you to two years of annoyance, which you pay them (a
lot) for. There are a lot of constricting rules, my favorite of
which being that a member of the
opposite sex may stay overnight
in your room, provided they don't
neared the bell tower, I saw the sleep. Uh-huh
Like a prison, everyone pretty
magnificent trees under which I
used to sit and read come tum- much eats at the same time (its
bling down before my eyes. All I 4:30 -1 must be hungry!), and the
could think of was "Thank God
I'm Leaving this Place!"
Building a community does not
mean building high-tech facilities to make way to the future.
The focus of community should
involve preserving the environment and creating an atmosphere
that we all want to be a part of.

Fences demolish
student's dreams
For many of us. Bowling Green
is a place where we come to live
and learn, grow and prosper in
the four, five or even six years
we're here. It becomes home to
many of us as we distance ourselves from our parents and find
new friends and a sense of community. Yet that community that
Dr. Ribeau wants so much to
build is being torn down as we
speak.
If many of you haven't noticed
yet, our BGSU has us herding
across campus, wandering
around fences and trudging
through mud and grass to get to
class. And if that wasn't enough,
now they are ripping up the roots
of Bowling Green's foundation in
what used to be known as the
"Old Football Field." I understand change occurs and that Dr.
Ribeau wants to make that
change in order to build a "better
community," but these extreme
measures aren't necessary.
Today as I walked across campus, I felt a sense of nostalgia
past my old residence hall and
other places that hold memories
from the past four years. But as I

"If many of you
haven't noticed yet,
our BGSU has us
herding across
campus, wandering
around fences and
trudging through mud
and grass to get to
class."

Pierce
food Is lousy. The Grade Z beef
stuffed Into cafeteria enchiladas
has driven many a hungry kid to
vegetarianism. That Is, If they've
got money left for vegetables
after shelling out three spacebucks for each box of Fop-Tarts.
The dorms have the advantage
over prisons in that you're not
stripped and deloused when you
arrive. That doesn't mean that I
wouldn't mind a good hosing
down after a visit to my dorm's
vile communal bathroom.
Oh, the things I've seen. Not to
get too scatological, but beer
cans In the shower, sinks full of
soup, hair (or both), and my
Hoot-mates' inability to grasp the
concept of the flush have always
confounded me. The filth pits are
only cleaned dally, which might
be enough if some residents possessed the slightest modicum of

respect for their fellow students.
These vermin seem to equate
their lack of responsibility in actual bathroom cleaning with a
lack of responsibility In keeping
it clean.
Lack of respect Is not limited to
lavatories. At least in my building, quiet hours are but a suggestion, and fear of theft or vandalization of personal property Is
real. Apparently, living In these
"prisons'' lead some to a criminal
mentality.
Of course, It's not all that bad.
I've met some truly beautiful
people in my dorm. Then again,
I've also met hateful, Ignorant
people who ridicule those who
look or act differently than they
and who possess a predatory
nature towards women. There Is
no choosing who you live with,
and so there is no escape.
Some attempt escape through
chemical manipulation of their
physiology. These people generally enjoy the dorms, but when
you're drunk all the time, you enJoy wherever you are. (Explaining the popularity of some BG

bars.)
Finally, dorm folk must survive living intimately with people whose personalities and lifestyles may be totally incompatible with their own.
This is more of a problem for
my roommates than for me, as
this college has turned me Into a
raving asshole. Roommates of P
must endure constant complaints, existential whining, and
"Woo-Hah!!" played 12 times in a
row.
You may not agree with me,
and if so, good. That's one more
apartment available for someone
like me who is utterly fed up with
these virtual slums. The checkout process does, after all, feel
like an eviction, if not parole.
One last dorm/prison contrast:
prisons catch fire during riots,
dorms when somebody has a
headache.
Matt Pierce was the Spring '96
BG News columnist. Thanks to
Mun, J. Gookins, and all who
read. Talk to me at
mattp9bgnet.bgsu.edu.

Jennifer L. Campa
Senior
Exercise Specialist

The BG News
If you want to submit a letter
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«jB
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include your major, year and phone number.
• Make sure it i

\', not handwritten.
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For all of you who have ever
been scared of the dark, don't
worry. If you have an aversion to
deep, murky basements, have no
fear. If you need the night light
to make sure that monsters scarier than Snuf falufagus aren't hiding In the shadows, rest easy.
When you turn the light on, it will
Just be - HUMAN BRAINS! I
Seriously, a student at Yale
University recently found
canned human brains buried in
the subbasement of a dorm. Kind
of makes you wonder about all of
these "renovations" they're doing on campus. And why won't
they let us go between the buildings?
According to an AP. article,
they found over 2,000 brains and
pieces of brains canned with
formaldehyde In gallon Jars. Despite what you may be thinking,
these brains were not the victims
of psychopath roommates who
were testing that theory about
getting a 4.0 if your roommate
dies. It also was not part of some
crazy experiment to condense
Food Services and Biology Into
one department. (Did you ever
notice that you don't see meat being delivered to the cafeteria, but
they never seem to run out?
Nevermind, It's probably just a
coincidence.)
There were rumors on campus
at Yale for years about groups of
brains buried somewhere In one
of the dorms. So one day a bright
young fellow named Christopher
Wahl decided to look for them
and Presto! There they were.
"This is proof that you should
believe every rumor you hear."
Mr. Wahl was quoted as saying.
This Is not like finding canned

fruit In the basement." Indeed
not. It's more like finding your
canned Uncle Joe and Aunt Betsy.
Mr. Wahl kept his findings secret for over a year because he
was afraid of getting expelled. I
definitely see the predicament he
was in.
"Mr. Wahl, where did you learn
about these human brains? Who
told you to dig them up?"
"I learned It by watching you,
all right? I learned it by watching
YOUI"
Wahl also said he was relieved
that, " no one really asked, 'What
were you doing skulking around
the bottom of the dorm?' " This
way no one has to know that he
was really just trying on woman's lingerie.
It turns out the brains and
stacks of notes found are all that
remains of the work of the
world's first neurosurgeon. Dr.
Harvey Cushing. Many of Dr.
Cushing's patients suffered from
brain tumors and other disfiguring diseases of the brain. In fact.
Dr. Cushing was one of the first
doctors to dismiss the theory that
cancer In women was the result
of "tumor envy."
I was very disturbed when I
read about this finding. I wasn't
disturbed that someone had dis-

covered human brains. What disturbed me was wondering how in
the world could someone lose
over 2,000 brains? Talk about
screwing up. How was this person treated as a child? "Johnny,
you're so stupid. I bet that not
only would you lose your head If
It wasn't screwed on tight, but
you'd also lose about 2,000 others."
Second, just exactly how civilized are we? Canning people's
brains Is only the latest craze.
We've been freezing people and
their beads (Walt Disney among
others) in a process called cryogenics for the last 80 years. We
seem to have an Incredible tendency to treat people like food.
We store them away, and then
when we find a cure for their
disease, we think well just stick
them In the microwave on defrost for 2:00 minutes (cook level
4) and everything will be hunky
dory. The only explanation I
could think of on why we "can"
people is that somewhere along
the line someone thought, "Well,
It works for pickles, might as
well try it on sis."
As long as we have this technology, however, I propose that
we take It on Into the next century. Why should we stop at
preserving a person's head? I'm
starting a movement to save
other body parts too. If we all believe, we can make it a reality.
People will start protesting
across the nation. They'll hold
S.O.S (Save Our Spleens) rallies,
until one day the government will
cave in.
It wont stop with body organs
either. Did you lose your arm In a
farming accident? The doctors

weren't able to reattach It?
Freeze It or can It, and If it still
can't be reattached In the future,
it will make a nice toy for the
grandkids to play with
Or maybe in the future, the
doctors will advertise their services directly. They'll have their
own infomercials. "Cant reach
that itch on your back? Do you
feel "slowed down" when both of
your hands are full? You don't
need a backscratcher or a friendly neighbor to help you out. I
think what you need Is an extra
arm! Imagine, placed in the
square of your back, an extra
arm. No more stretching to pull
out your wallet. Be honest. You've always wanted to be able to
juggle and thumb wrestle at the
same time, am I right? Well, now
you can!
Yes, that's right folks. Be the
envy of everyone on your block!
With only 37 easy payments of
$19.95 you too can become attractive, popular, and have lots of
dates! After all, no one will notice
your bald spot when all they can
talk about Is your extra arm!
-And this month only, with your
purchase of a third arm, you'll
also recleve absolutely free
EYES IN THE BACK OF YOUR
HEAD! Now, not only will you be
able to see who's behind you, but
you can wave to them too!" I
cant be certain, but I think that
somewhere out there, wherever
they are, the aliens are laughing
at us.
Tom Mather is the Wednesday
clutz, I mean columnist for the
bgnEWS. Pickles, brains, and
spare left toes can be directed to
him on e-mail at
mather9bgnet.bgsu.edu
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Ohio couple witnessed
Tasmanian massacre
The Associated Press
SPRINGFIELD, Ohio - A
shooting spree at a Tasmanian
restaurant that left 35 people
dead occurred 100 yards from an
Ohio couple who were having a
picnic outside.
David and Sandy Lawrence, a
Springfield couple who have
lived in Australia for the past
year, decided to go sightseeing
Sunday at the historic Port
Arthur prison complex. With
them were Nell Niceley, of
Springfield, and Julia Lawrence
of Atlanta.
The group decided to have a
picnic Instead of eating in the
nearby Port Arthur restaurant.
"About halfway through the

picnic, we started hearing gunshots and saw bullets hitting the
water," Mrs. Lawrence, 52, told
the Springfield News-Sun in a
telephone Interview Monday. "I
thought someone was trying to
hit the seagulls. I'm just shaking
thinking about it."
The group got in their car and
fled to the exit gate, but it was
locked.
"Thank God we didnt tum
around and hit the entrance
gate," said Mrs. Lawrence. "He
(the gunman) was shooting all the
people at the entrance gate. God
was on our side"
She said they took shelter in an
old cottage, along with 75 to 100
others.
"All the people were scream-

ing; it was Just terrible. We were
all there in that little cottage, not
knowing what was going on," she
said.
Mrs. Lawrence said she and
her husband tried to help a woman who had witnessed the shooting in the restaurant and had
gone Into shock.
"She was Just like a zombie. All
we could do was keep her warm
and talk to her," Mrs. Lawrence
said
They sat huddled in the cottage
for two hours before security
officers retrieved them and took
them to safety at an information
center.
Martin Bryant, 28, was formally charged with murder Tuesday
in his hospital room in Hobart.

State program helps teenage mothers stay in school
Jicqul Podzlus Cook
The Associated Press
CLEVELAND - Teen-age
mothers enrolled in a unique
state program that pays welfare
recipients to stay in school were
more likely to graduate high
school than those not in the program, a new study found
The report, to be released
Wednesday, says 45.6 percent of
the teen-agers enrolled in school
at the time they entered the
Learning, Earning and Parenting
program went on to graduate or
received a General Equivalency
Degree.
Of those not in LEAP, 38.6 percent graduated or received a
GED.
"These results are important
because there's very little evidence of programs that have
been successful with this group,
and the LEAP findings point to
some clear successes," said Judith Gueron, president of Manpower Demonstration Research
Corporation, a New York-based
nonprofit group that conducted
the study.
LEAP pays single, teen-age
parents on welfare an extra $62 a
month If they attend school regularly. Likewise, they lose $62 a
month If they drop out or have
too many unexcused absences.
Most teen-age mothers with
one child receive about $274 a
month before the LEAP payment.
The program has been praised
by the U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services and is considered a model for other states,
said Ron Rhodes, Ohio Department of Human Services
spokesman.
"LEAP Is one of our shining
successes," Rhodes said Tuesday. "Whenever anybody asks

what is working well for Ohio and
its welfare reforms, LEAP is one
of the things we show them."
There are 10,106 teens currently enrolled in LEAP, there have
been 70,535 participants since
the program began In 1989. The
vast majority are young mothers,
although single fathers with custody are eligible.
The study looked at 913 teens
three years after they became eligible for LEAP. About half that
number had been exempted from
LEAP for the purpose of tracking
its success.

"These results are
important because
there's very little
evidence ofprograms
that have been
successful with this
group, and the LEAP
findings point to
some clear
successes."

Judith Gueron
The teens were from Cuyapresident
of MDRC
hoga, Franklin, Hamilton,
Lawrence, Lucas, Musklngham
and Stark counties, which have
about half the statewide LEAP three years later, compared with
24 percent not in LEAP.
caseload.
A key to graduation rate, the
study says, is getting young
mothers into LEAP before they
drop out of school. Of those not in
school at the time they Joined
LEAP, 18.6 percent graduated or
got a GED. However, 22.1 percent did not.

Researchers attributed the
success to greater availability of
services, such as school-based
day care, and LEAP case managers assigned to the schools.
Leonard Tetlak, Cuyahoga
County's LEAP coordinator, said
he Is cautiously pleased with the
study's findings.

Midwestern cleanup of
spring flooding begins
Margaret Lilian!
The Associated Press
Torrential rains eased and
the cleanup began Tuesday in
the Midwest, where hundreds
of people were forced out of
their homes by weekend
storms that killed six people,
Including two children.
The storm system, which had
dropped up to 9 inches of rain
on Illinois, Ohio, Indiana and
Missouri since Sunday, broke
up and moved on, leaving behind swamped homes, power
outages and plenty of damage.
Donald Beachler watched as
workers fixed the battered
roof of his fireworks company
outside Dayton, Ohio, which
was raked by winds up to 120
mph. Shingles and other debris
were scattered around his Imperial Enterprises Inc.
"You've got to go on with
life," Beachler said. He estimated the damage at $100,000.
In Dayton's Deeds Park, a
stand of towering Siberian
elms toppled onto the streets.
Cleanup crews used chain saws
and chippers to clear them
away.
"These trees are top-heavy,"
Charles Barlow said as he
helped clean up. "When a
storm gets ahold of them, it
blows them over."
Two deaths in Ohio were
blamed on the weather: a
6-year-old boy who grabbed a
live electrical wire in his
flooded back yard, and a
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For The Unique You

The storm caused widespread flash flooding in the St.
Louis area, where about 500
homes were damaged. Most of
that water had receded by
Monday.
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RESPOND TO TOLEDO'S TREASURES
Now through June 9

See how great art inspires great artists.

The Toledo Museum of Art
2445 Monroe Street, one block oH 1 75. Titlcelj: (419) 243 7000

GET WHAT YOU WANT

The report said 33 percent of
Cleveland teen-agers who enrolled In LEAP while already In
school had earned a diploma

*&...

15-month-old who wandered
into a creek. In Missouri, three
people died in weather-related
traffic accidents, and a fisherman was killed when his boat
capsized.

**« m l mm

The study also found that 38.9
"You're never really totally
percent of the LEAP participants
studied got a Job within three encouraged because there's alyears after entering LEAP, com- ways so much to do," Tetlak said
pared with 27.4 percent in the "It's such a different population
to work with - you always have
non-LEAP group.
to be on your guard and pay atPerhaps the biggest success of tention to the positive things that
LEAP so far has been in Cleve- happen and get by the negative
land, where one In six eligible things."
teen-age mothers lives, according to the study.

—«

Glenn Kawce it/The Auaclated Prasi

An aerial view of a neighborhood on the west side of Evansville, Ind.,
shows the effects of a massive storm which passed through the area
on Sunday and Monday. More than seven inches of rain fell on the city
in a 24 hour period, breaking an 85 year record.

R.E. MANAGEMENT
"Quality Off-Campus Housing"

■..

ENID) OF SJEMIEOTEIE
IMNUNG IHIALL MOtURS

HOP
TO IT!

DINING HALLS
All Dining Centers will be open through 2:00 pm on Friday.
May 10.1996
Towers West

SPECIALTY AREAS
Open through business Friday, May 3

Chily's Express

Open through business Friday. May 10
Special Hours: May 10, 8am - 2pm

GT Express

Oper. through business Friday. May 10
Special Hours: May 10. 8am - 2pm

GT Deli

Open through business Tuesday. May 7

Galley

Open through business Tuesday. May 7

DownUnder

Open through business Tuesday. May 6

Founders Keepers

Open through business Tuesday. May 7

The Falcon's Nest in the University Union will be open until
1:00 pm on May 11.

Don't just
sit there!
Stop in today
for a complete
apartment listing.

Call For Our
Competitive Rates

R.E. Management
• 841 Eighth St.
• 733 Manville
• 755 Manville
• 777 Manville

BGSU Food Operations

• 640 Eighth St.
• 317 N. Main St.
• Campus Manor
(SOS Clough)

• 313 N. Main St.
• 615 Second St.
• Rockledge Manor
(840 & 850 Sixth St.)

St. (next to Kinko's)
Call Now! 113 RailroadOpen
Mon. thru Fri.
3S9-Q309
8:00
a.m.
~ 5:00 p.m.
*J*J*. .70V/Z.
Open Sat. 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.
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Study finds possible cancer link Gene
found
for
AHDH
assistant professor of preventive
medicine and environmental
health at the University of Iowa
College of Medicine in Iowa City.
"The findings support what the
American Cancer Society and the
National Institutes of Health are
saying. ... Cut back on red meat,
cut back on saturated fat and increase fruits and vegetables in
the diet."
He and his colleagues reported
their findings in Wednesday's Issue of The Journal of the American Medical Association.
Red meat has previously been
linked to colon cancer, and animal fat Is believed to raise the
risk of prostate cancer and heart
disease.
In the Iowa. rudy, women ages

Iranda C. Coleman
The Associated Press

CHICAGO -- Middle-aged
women who ate a lot of red meat
were more likely than those who
ate a little to develop a certain
type of lymph cancer, a study in
Iowa found.
The study's authors cautioned
against over emphasizing the results.
Studies of red meat and lymphoma have yielded conflicting
findings. A study in Italy found a
link. A study in Nebraska by the
National Cancer Institute did not.
"This Is one report, and so we're not making any public health
recommendations off it," said coauthor Dr. James R. Cerhan, an

SS to 69 who ate more than 36
servings of red meat per month
were about twice as likely to develop non-Hodgkin's lymphoma
over seven years as women who
ate fewer than 22 servings per
month, said the researchers, who
took into account other factors
that affect risk, such as age. A
serving was 4 to 6 ounces.
The study involved 35,156
women, of whom 104 developed
non-Hodgkin's lymphoma.

When researchers looked at
types of red meat - such as bacon, hot dogs, hamburger and
beef as a main dish - the only
type significantly linked to nonHodgkin's lymphoma was hamburger.

Higher consumption of animal risks of getting the cancer. Expoprotein in general, as well as of sure to pesticides or other chemanimal fat and monounsaturated icals also may play a role.
fat - the type found in olive oil A cancer epidemiologist who is
also were linked to higher rates
also a consultant to the Chicagoof the cancer.
based National Cattlemen's Beef
Non-Hodgkin's lymphoma, Association said the Iowa study
which cripples the Immune should be interpreted with great
system, will strike an estimated caution.
52,700 Americans this year and
John D. Boice Jr., who recently
kill 23,300, according to the
left the National Cancer Institute
American Cancer Society.
to Join a biomedical research
The incidence of the disease company in Rockville, Md., noted
has risen about 75 percent since that red meat consumption in the
the early 1970s for reasons that United States has declined
are unclear. It Is known that or- markedly over the past 20 years,
gan transplant recipients and suggesting that the nation's rispeople Infected with HIV or cer- ing rate of non-Hodgkin's lymtain other viruses have higher phoma Is due to something else.

Erotic magazines may be prohibited
Henry Stern
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Several Republican congressmen want to
ban sales of such magazines as
Playboy, Playgirl and Penthouse
on U.S. military bases, saying
tkey undermine military families

and national defense.
"Uncle Sam should not be subThey are sponsoring a measure sidizing smut, and there's nc
to be taken up Wednesday by the other way to characterize this
House National Security Com- material," Maryland Rep. Roscoe
mittee that would ban the sale or Bartlett said.
rental on the bases of any sexualBartlett, New Jersey Rep.
ly explicit material, including Chris Smith and California Rep.
audio or video recordings, and Bob Doman wrote colleagues
last week that taxpayers are subperiodicals.

sidizing the sale of adult magazines because they are discounted along with other goods sold
on the bases.
Smith said Tuesday that service people could still buy the
magazines at outside newsstands. If they wanted.
The lawmakers released a let-

ter to Smith from Bobbi Obal, the
wife of a service member at New
Jersey's McGulre Air Force
Base.
"As the parent of three children, one 11-year-old boy, I have
complained at how carelessly
See PLAYBOY, page five.

Pick Up a Brochure &
Entry Form at Wal-Mart Today
Check Out Our Wide
Selection and Low Prices

Party Supplies, Snacks,
Pop, ana Greeting
Cards 10% Off

On All Mylar Balloons and
Other Birthday Supplies

Check Out Our Wide

PRO LINE COLLEGE & [flfi
PRO SPORTSWEAR Mi

Selection Of B.G.S.U. '

NOW AVAILABLE

Novelty Items

Chooie From:

T-Shirt*, SwMtahirts
Swaatpante,
HaMbaj
and OrW Hwn»

Jodwb, T-Shirh, Mugg TMI,
Muggs, Gtau Sato, Pannanb,
Licanw Plot* Fram«», and
Many Collectors rt»mi.

B.G.S.G. NOVELTIES

Basketball tournament starts at 8am

Pro lirw ColUo* A Pro Sportiwor

Tournament WFAL will be held on
April 27, 1996 in the parking lot at

WAL MART

Check Out Our Selection of the Current
Hottest CD's and Tapes
Bush

Stone Temple Pilots The Presidents of the United States

"Sixteen Stone"

Tiny Music...Vatican
Gift Shop"

(self titled)

Alan Jackson

Oasis

"The Golden Age"

"Greatest Hits Collection-

Waiting to Exhale
Original Soundtrack

"What's the Story
Morning Glory"
Allanis Morissette
"Jagged Little Pill"

Hootie and the Blowfish Marian Carey
"Fairweather Johnson"
"Daydream"

Cracker
The Verve Pipe
"Photograph"

^nly $14.76^

Natalie Merchant

Sting

"Tigerlily"

George Strait

"Mercury Falling"

"Clear Blue Sky"

. <
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Malcolm R liter
The Associated Press

NEW YORK - A gene that
was recently linked to excitability in people may also
play a role In a childhood
disorder marked by hyperactivity, inattention and
impulsiveness, a study
suggests.
The condition, attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder, or ADHD, is estimated to occur In 3 percent
to S percent of elementary
school children.
Scientists say some
ADHD cases are due to inherited genes, but they
don't know the percentage.
One conservative estimate
is 20 percent to 30 percent.
No gene for the disorder
has been firmly Identified,
and experts stressed that
the finding is still preliminary.
Identifying genes for
ADHD could give scientists
insight into the biology of
the disease. That could lead
to better treatments.
Scientists have long suspected that ADHD has
something to do with those
systems in which brain
cells use a substance called
dopamine to communicate.
Several months ago, researchers announced evidence that a dopaminerelated gene may influence
how Impulsive, excitable,
quick-tempered and extravagant people are. This
overall personality trait is
called novelty-seeking.
The new work suggests
that the same gene is involved in some cases of
ADHD, researchers said in
the April-May issue of the
journal Molecular Psychiatry.
The work was reported
by Gerald J. LaHoste and
James M. Swanson with colleagues at the University of
California at Irvine and Dr.
James L. Kennedy of the
Clarke Institute of Psychiatry at the University of
Toronto.
The gene probably would
not bring on ADHD by itself, but in combination
with other genetic or nongenetic factors, researchers said.
When brain cells send out
dopamine, it is received by
structures called dopamine
receptors on other cells.
The gene that researchers
studied tells brain cells how
to make one kind of dopamine receptor.
This receptor gene comes
in several variants, and researchers found that
ADHD was associated with
the same variant that the
earlier study linked to
higher scores on noveltyseeking.
Researchers found that
the variant appeared in 49
percent of a group of
ADHD children, compared
with only 21 percent of
other children of the same
gender and ethnic background. The two groups
contained 39 children each
The researchers also
found that ADHD children
who had the variant showed
more symptoms than did
ADHD children who lacked
the variant.
Kennedy called himself
"optimistically skeptical"
about the finding, noting
that he has seen many such
initial studies fail to pan
out.
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Raise in wage will
help single moms
CSMrilCKS
The Associated Press
WUNCE GEORGE, V«. - She's
a woman, over 20, living in the
Spsth and working part time. She
ntay be serving up burgers and
Mas, but a typical minimum
ufege earner also might be found
tiding to the sick, the elderly or
children - jobs considered "women's work" and paid as such.
Three out of five workers in
lia« for raises if the minimum
w*ge goes up to $5. IS an hour are
wwnen. They are sales clerks
aad farm workers and janitors,
married and single, mothers and
daughters still living at home.
"Whea I started working, my
picture of someone making minimum 'wage was a high school
student working in a fast food
jalnt," said Dorothy Metcalf, 26.
a teacher In a southern Virginia
akild care center. "As an adult,
M*s hard getting by on minimum
- Who
When she started at James
Child Development Center, Mel
calf. 26, was working part time,
a* do about two-thirds of minimum wage earners. She has since
iacreased her hours - slowing
her pursuit of a college degree and continues to live with her
parents, as do a third of workers
who would get a raise under
{Resident Clinton's proposal to
increase the minimum wage.
Clinton favors raising the minimum wage by 90 cents an hour
over two years. For full-time
workers earning the minimum of
H25, that's an extra $900 the
first year, and $900 more the
next.
The issue gained momentum
recently when a group of moderate Republicans advocated a $1
increase. But the GOP leadership
eppoaes it as a job-killer.
Women like Metcalf, the
■iddle-class daughter of an
Army warrant officer, are an important part of the portrait of
minimum wage workers drawn
from the government's Current
Population Survey, as analyzed

by both liberal and conservative
think tanks.
Some are single mothers, but
more are wives supplementing a
husband's Income, young women
working their way through
school, or mothers who prefer
part-time jobs.
They are the muddy middle of
the minimum wage debate p workers who don't fit neatly
into the arguments pro or con.
Republican opponents of a
wage increase focus instead on
unskilled teen-agers from poor
families, saying they would be hit
hardest if a wage increase
prompted U.S. companies to shed
hundreds of thousands of jobs
they could no longer afford.
Fewer than 30 percent of affected workers are teen-agers,
however, including many who
Uve at home with middle-class
parents.
The Clinton administration
talks mostly about working parents, noting that a single breadwinner earning the minimum
wage would not make enough to
lift a family of four out of poverty, even with the help of food
stamps and tax credits.
Yet single parents account for
less than 3 percent of those who
would get a raise. Married couples relying on a single Income
are less than 9 percent.
These families bear a disproportionate share of the hardship,
however.
Regina Duff, a divorced
mother raising three girls, just
received a raise this month of S
cents an hour, putting her one
nickel above the minimum wage.
She relies on hand-me-down
shoes and scrimps to take her
children to a movie.
"I'm thankful for what I have,"
said Duff, 29, who also works at
the James Center In Prince
George. "But I do wish this job
paid more. I'd love to take my
girls shopping and buy them new
clothes."
What unites Duff and Metcalf
and other women at the James
Center Is the type of work they do.

PLAYBOY
Continued from page four.
these magazines are laid around
tut have never seen any change
a) the handling of them," she
wrote.
Dan Katz, legislative counsel
far the American Civil Liberties

Union.

Air Force reveals secret plane
Rotirt turns
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - The Air
Force on Tuesday unveiled a
unique "stealth" airplane built
more than a decade ago In California in the strictest of secrecy. Parts of its pioneering
radar-evading design live on in
today's B-2 stealth bomber.
Meant to be a surveillance
plane that could fly close to a
battle front with minimal risk
of being detected by radar, the
plane was test flown 135 times
from 1982-85 but then scrapped. It has been In secret storage ever since.
The Air Force had never before acknowledged the existence of the project, which was
code-named Tacit Blue. The
plane never flew real surveillance missions.
In declassifying the project,
the Air Force provided color
photographs and a videotape of
the plane in flight. The only
eae of Its kind ever built, the
Tacit Blue aircraft will go on
public display May 22 at
Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base, Ohio.
The plane was built between
1978 and 1982 by Northrop
Corp., at its Hawthorne, Calif.,
plant for $136 million, Lt. Gen.
George Muellner told a Pentagon news conference. Testing
the plan cost $29 million more.

"The best of
campus living11
5 two bdrm.

Ban Dobbin
The Associated Press
ROCHESTER, N.Y. - A premature baby born six weeks ago
to a comatose woman who was
raped In a nursing home is being
raised by his maternal grandmother, the family's attorney
said Tuesday.
Neurologists say it is unlikely
the mother, who has been in a
chronic vegetative state since a
1985 car crash, retains any conscious awareness of herself, let
alone the pregnancy and birth
In the hospital, the baby boy
was brought to her to hold twice
a day, but a nurse had to wrap the

woman's arms around him.
"Mom would not be able to
reach and grasp and hug the
child," said Bob Loeb, a spokesman at Strong Memorial Hospital. "Some people observed that
she became relaxed a little bit,
that she kind of sensed another
living thing next to her, but that's
all highly subjective."
Born two months premature on
March 18, the child is now almost
double his birth weight of 2
pounds, 11 ounces. He was taken

Sponsored by UAO
"Blue Moods"

The 30-year-old mother could
be discharged later this month
from the hospital where the natural childbirth took place, but
she's unlikely to be returned to
the nursing home in suburban
Rochester where she was raped
last August.

Mon., Tues., Weds., Open until 2 am, Thurs., Fit. Sat., Open until 3 am

* Papa's
Hot Delivery

• Directed by Beau Roberts
"A Long Wait"
• Produced & directed by Beau Roberts

"Yung-Lu: The Movie"
• Directed by Bobby Dawson
• Written by John Capraruolo

Vefotn'ty Tic f%£$u£ Bzza/

Coll now
354-3533

Thursday, May 2nd.
The Gish Film Theatre
FREE - Sponsored by UAO - FREE
Questions? 2-2343
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The school year is finally coming to a close.
While you are cleaning out your room, remember that you can recycle those notebooks. After
all, the bookstores don't buy those back. So don't
make our planet pay for
what the bookstores didn't
want. Also, you can recycle
your texts. Call us for more
information.

Keep the green
in
Bowling Green!
BCiSU Recycling Program 372-8909
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viewed.
Doctors believe It is the first
case of someone getting pregnant and having a baby while in a
comalike state.

GET YOUR PHD

"Cops Cominatcha!"

Congratulations to All of Our
Student Producers and Directors!!!

I

home Sunday by his grandmother.
"It's more likely to be longterm than short-term," said attorney John Parrinello. "Our
next step is to formalize the
guardianship and then to decide
the form of the relationship between the grandmother and the
child."
The woman's Roman Catholic
family rejected an abortion on
religious grounds. Family members have declined to be inter-

Extended Hours Starting Monday April 29

nDODira cBdD jnuj^cBiEir rKDDR rmroJLS
(CiXnjL TOE® TPATP-ARg0.0.

353-PAPA

^ Recycle!
neuyuitJ!i ^

I

PTCM

STUDENT FILM FESTIVAL

apartments left
for fall

480 Lehman five.
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The Defense Department released this undated photo, showing a long-secret "stealth" airplane built
more than a decade ago for $165 million. The project, code named TACIT BLUE, was meant to develop
a radar-evading spy aircraft, but the Air Force gave up on It In 1985.
he said.
existence of a super-secret spy Tacit Blue was subsonic
"It has been a pretty wellplane some dubbed "Aurora,"
Shaped like no other known
kept secret," Muellner said.
but that plane - which U.S. military aircraft, Tacit Blue
Aircraft enthusiasts have
officials deny ever existed - resembles an upside-down
speculated for years about the
was supposed to be supersonic.
bathtub with stubby wings.

Victim's mother to raise infant

• Directed by John KJump

Village Green
Apartments
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TOUDBEK

826 S. MAIN
(LOCATED NEXT TO BIG LOTS)

FINALS WEEK SPECIAL
(NO COUPON NEEDED)

4 I Ai:<.I OHW3 TOPPING
FOR ONLY

$23.95
* free can of pop with all large and
extra large pizza orders
,ONE 10" SMALL I Two Tens for Ten I
WHAT A MEAL ■
.ONE TOPPING ■ TWO SMALL
i One Large One Topping I
PIZZA AND
& Breadsticks
|
■
TWO
TOPPING
i
& a Two Liter of
.BREADSTICKS

■ PIZZAS

ONLY

Free

*4H*

Pepperoncms
& Special
Expjres
_ Garlic Sauce 30 Davs
L. . _ m m s> -

i

Coca-Cola Classic

10

Free
Pepperoncms
& Special
Garlic Sauce

—-— Expires
30 Days

iroMmw
■

i
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Kroger

8-Inch Flour

Fancy Recipe Blend Shredded
Cheddar, Mozzarella or

PICANTE
SAUCE

TORTILLA
CHIPS

PINATA
TORTILLAS
12.5-oz. Pkg.

SARGENTO
MEXICAN BLEND

16-oz. Jars

14.5-15.5-oz. Bag

8-oz. Bag

RIP

"'USinW '

I FAT FREE ."
SOUR CREAM' % ___

YOUR
TOTAL VALUE
SR

PICANTE SAUCE
OR SALSA...1.6Jar

99

Kroger Cheese
isroger
uneese

ffctffcflfl

sj.

Ap_

79

Red, Ripe

C

A*m M%

Kroger

Great For Guacamole!

$9

2-Lb. #_

Pkg. ■■

Wrvroger
Kroger Fat
rai Free
rre

REFRIED
D
BEANS

9

$1

#_ 16-oz.
MB Cans

DELICIOUS
AVOCADOS..Each

69

c

Prices and Items Effective at All Area Kroger Stores thru May 4,1996.

FOOD&DRUG

^MM

Con Queso
,3
15.5-oz.
orr
°-°z°

KROGER
SOUR CREAM 1&?

HYDROPONIC $169
T0MAT0ES....Lb

NICE N
CHEESY.

i

JELL 0 $Q
C TACOBELL
SALSA
L'&z- u

SHREDDED
$QS9 TACOBELL 9»J>h
HUNKS
XTU
DINNER KITS sVS&'U
(

I

Regular, Healthy
Indulgence or All Natural

Wild

Kroger

COPYRIGHT 1996. THE KROGER CO. QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED. NONE SOLD TO DEALERS. SAVINGS REFLECTED
CTEDtOFF KROGER EVERYDAY PRICE.
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Communism finds Lebanon refugees mourned
reborn popularity
Deborah Sewartl
The Associated Press
MOSCOW - Restore the Soviet Union and the old social
guarantees. Return private
property to the state. Turn
back economic reforms.
Communists' plans make
millions of Russians cheer and
many others choke.
Party leaders insist Russia
is not in for a new revolution if
their candidate, Gennady
Zyuganov, wins June presidential elections. But despite
Zyuganov's efforts to portray
himself as a benign, marketfriendly social democrat,
interviews with Communist
leaders reveal their strong
commitment to Soviet-era values and policies.
"Nothing satisfies us. We
can't say anything positive
about what has happened here,
when the country is in ruins,"
says Valentin Kuptsov, the No.
2 man in the Communist Party.
The anger and determination to undo many of
Boris Yeltsin's reforms that
emerges during conversations
with Communist leaders contrasts with the party program,
which is very vague on how to
achieve its goals.
Topping the list of tasks the
Communists say they would
undertake after victory is a
sweeping revision of privatization, including wide-scale
confiscation of property they
believe was illegally acquired.
Privatization, a centerpiece
of Yeltsin's reforms, has put
thousands of factories and
shops into private hands and
encouraged Western investment in Russia over the
past four years.
Communists detest the program, which created
thousands of overnight millionaires and ended the supposed social equality that
existed during the Soviet
period.
Anatoly Lukyanov, chair-

man of the old Soviet legislature and one of the 1991 coup
plotters against Mikhail Gorbachev, says the party has a
fat file on people suspected of
violating privatization laws.
"People say we want to take
everything away," said Lukyanov. "We don't want to
take anything away. We want
the state to own what was stolen."
In Russia, where doing almost anything requires a
bribe, the Communists could
probably catch just about any
of the new business owners on
a technical violation.
"Everything that was privatized legally should remain
so," Kuptsov said. "We don't
have a problem with that. Unfortunately in Russia, the
majority of cases of privatization directly violated the law
and used mafia capital."
Private land is another big
Communist no-no.
"Farmland cannot be sold. If
we do not ban this, all farmland will be sold to foreign investors, and agricultural production will drop to zero," said
Communist lawmaker Yuri
Voronln, head of the budget
committee In the Duma, the
lower house of parliament.
While some Communists,
such as Voronln, favor allowing Russians to own land on
which to build houses, others
firmly oppose all private
landholding.
"I think the Introduction of
private land ownership In
Russia Is Inadmissible," said
Valery Voronnlkov, a former
senior KGB official and member of the Duma's committee
on economic security.
Banning private ownership
would be easy enough All it
would take is an executive order. But physically seizing the
private property would be
more difficult, as would
restoring state monopolies In
strategic metals, gas and oil,
and stopping capital flight.

DG NEW
EDITOR
applications for
Fall Semester 1996
are being accepted
through 5 p.m. Friday May 3.
Applications may be picked
up in 204 West Hall.
372-2607 for more
details. Search reopened.

GregMyre
The Associated Press
QANA, Lebanon - With chants
of grief filling the air, 90 wooden
coffins were passed hand-overhand above a frenzied crowd of
mourners Tuesday at the mass
burial of refugees who died in an
Israeli missile attack on a U.N.
base.
The procession began with a
mass funeral In the coastal city
of Tyre, evoking a solidarity seldom seen among Lebanon's Muslims and Christians. Israel's
16-day offensive against the
Shlite Muslim guerrillas of Hezbollah unified a country long
tormented by Its religious and
political diversity.
While Qana wept for the men,
women and children killed In the
April 18 bombardment, Israeli
forces and Lebanese guerrillas
had their first serious exchange
of fire since a cease-fire took effect Saturday. There was no Immediate word on casualties.
In Tyre, eight miles west of
Qana, the funeral procession was
led by turbaned Muslim clergymen and black-robed Christian
bishops, golden crucifixes glitAhmed AuklrfTbc AwcUted PrtM
tering on their chests in a display
of unanimity not seen since a A young member of a Muslim girl scouting organization lays a rose on a coffin during a mass funeral In
February 1994 bombing of a the southern Lebanese port of the city of Tyre. The ceremony was for 91 civilians killed in an Isreall arCatholic church north of Beirut tillery attack on a U.N. base In Qana In southern Lebanon on April 18.
killed 10.
The coffins were brought to known.
miracle. But Christian scholars
Sheik Mohammed Shamsed"We feel total despair," said a around the world Insist the Qana
dlne, Lebanon's top Shlite cleric, the main street in Qana until they
told mourners: "The Jews have reached the Jam-packed grave- tearful Alia Saad. "We'll never mentioned in the Bible is in
northern Israel's Galilee region.
committed a holocaust In Le- site. They were then passed for- forget this terrible disaster."
ward on the raised hands of the
The Qana victims were among
She and her family of nine surbanon."
vived the artillery attack, which the 162 people known to have
Prime Minister Rafik Hariri, a mourners.
Hundreds of soldiers, civil de- Israel said was an attempt to hit died all in Lebanon and most of
Sunnl Muslim, stood next to
Shamseddlne. Nearby stood fense workers and mourners Hezbollah guerrillas who had them civilians during Israel's
Catholic bishops who represent took part in a chaotic effort to fired rockets 300 yards away 16-day bombing blitz against the
Hezbollah, or Party of God.
45 percent of Lebanon's 4 million remove the wrapped bodies from from the U.N. base.
At graveside, a black poster About 340 people were wounded.
people. Muslims make up the the coffins and then lower them
Fewer than half of the bodies
read In Arabic: "In Qana Jesus
remainder of Lebanon's religious into the grave, side-by-side.
The 60-by-6O-foot mass grave Christ Performed His Miracles. of the Qana victims could be
mosaic.
The mass killing of the is adjacent to the Fijian base of In Qana Shimon Peres Staged His identified. Estimates of the death
toll range from 91 to more than
villagers provoked unpreceden- the U.N. peacekeeping force Murderous Debacles."
Many Lebanese contend Qana 100. In addition to the 90 coffins
ted anger from Lebanon's Chris- where the victims perished,
tians, once believed to be rela- many so blown to shreds that the is the biblical site where Jesus brought to Qana, the remains of a
tively sympathetic to Israel. It exact death toll may never be changed water into wine, his first Christian woman were interred.
also fueled an International
uproar.
In Qana, thousands of mourners jammed a vacant lot and
climbed buildings overlooking
the mass grave next to the U.N.
base where Lebanese civilians
had thought they were safe from
• Close le campus
»f~LC"*) c^"^*-,
the fighting between Israel and
the Hezbollah guerrillas.
• large two bedroom apartments
~^s
In an outpouring of raw emotion, young men beat their chests
• Furnished and unfurnished
with clenched fists In a tra• Laundry facility in building
ditional Shlite expression of
grief. Women wailed and
• FREE heat, water, sawer
shrieked hysterically, and many
fainted.
• 9 and 12 month leases available
Volunteers sprayed water
from a hose In an effort to cool
• Each apartment has extra storage
down the sweaty crowd, pressed
body-to-body In the heat of the
closet in hall
midday sun.
• Paddle fans
In chants that grew progressively louder, the crowd
• Free Cleaning Service
Rentals
shouted Islam's battle cry "Allahu Akbar!" or "God is Great,"
drowning out the somber music
from a Boy Scout brass band.
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Men's tennis team takes fourth at MAC Championship
Paul Marttoff
The BC News

The Bowling Green men's tennis team entered the MidAmerican Championship In
fourth place and left the tournament in the same position as the
Falcons finished the 1995-96
campaign in Kalamazoo.
The Falcons opened the tour-

nament at 10-9 overall and 3-3 In
conference play. The team hoped
to defeat Western Michigan In
the tournament and finish as one
of the top three teams in the conference. The Falcons finished In
fourth place with 41 total points,
just four points shy of Western
Michigan. Miami won the MAC
championship finishing with 58
points, and Ball State finished in

second day as we did great the
second place with S3 points.
Falcon coach Dave Morin was first day. We were blown out in
extremely pleased with the Fal- every match."
cons performance in round one
The lone bright spot for the
but felt the team fell apart in the Falcons was the tirst doubles
second round. "We had a very squad of sophomore Adam Tropp
good first day a the tournament. and senior Mark Ciochetto.
We were tied for first with Miami Tropp and Ciochetto finished in
and Ball State and ahead of second place at the tournament
Western Michigan," Morin and set two school records in the
stated. "We played as poor the process. Ciochetto set a new

school record for doubles victories with 69, finishing one victory
ahead of Bowling Green almunus
Jim
Demos.
The
Tropp/Ciochetto combo also set
the school record for most doubles win in a single season with
25. Morin was very impressed
with the tandems play during the
tournament.
'Tropp and Cio had a great

Odds are
against
Cavaliers

n

Chris Sheridan
NEW YORK - The Cleveland
Cavaliers, winners of their last
three'games at Madison Square
Garden, came to town Tuesday
looking to become only the sixth
team in NBA history to recover
from an 0-2 deficit and win a
five-game series.
There is a tremendous homecourt disadvantage in the
Knicks-Cavs series, with the road
team winning 12 of the last 14
games. Game 3 Is Wednesday
night at 7 p.m.
New York hasn't defeated
Cleveland at home in more than a
year. The Cavs beat the Knicks
by 10 in December and by four in
early April.
"As Terrell Brandon says:
Lights, camera, action. They feel
comfortable playing here,"
Knicks coach Jeff Van Gundy
said.
Cleveland also won its last
playoff game at the Garden,
90-84 in the first round last
season to even that series 1-1.
The Cavs eventually lost 3-1 by
losing two straight at Gund
Arena.
New York has had IS losses at
home this season - the most in
five years.
"It's been a steady decline
since we were 37-4 (In 1992-93). I
don't have an answer for that.
We've got to find a way to reverse that trend at home," Van
Gundy said. "It's a great concern,
particularly because Cleveland
has handled us not only this year,
but more so last year. They blew
us out both times, I mean big
time. They had us down by 25
both games."
But Cavaliers coach Mike
Fratello wasn't expecting a letdown from the Knicks, especially
since New York is looking at a
probable second-round matchup
with the Chicago Bulls.
"New York will try to end its
series as soon as quickly as they
can so they will have the same
preparation time, the same rest
time, etc. (as the Bulls). The last
thing they want to do is go into a

Tke Associated Preii/Ninlnc Hartzenbuich

Philadelphia Flyers forward Dale Hawerchuk pauses during practice Tuesday. Hawerchuk, with seven points in six playoff games,

is the Flyers' leading postseason scorer as they prepare for a second round clash with Florida.

Panthers have familiar look
Florida could be a suprise as NHL playoffs continue
Ken Rappoport
The Associated Press

The Florida Panthers could
be this year's version of the
New Jersey Devils.
Like the Devils of last
season, the Panthers face long
odds'to win the Stanley Cup.
And so far, they have made a
vivid impression in the
playoffs with their grinding,
physical play and neutral-zone
trap defense.
"We have to go out and believe we can beat anybody,"
said captain Brian Skrudland
as the Panthers prepared to
meet the Philadelphia Flyers in
a second-round Eastern Conference playoff series starting

Thursday night in Philadelphia
Chicago plays at Colorado in
a Western Conference opener
Thursday night. The playoffs
continue Friday with New York
at Pittsburgh In the East and
St. Louis at Detroit In the West.
Like the Devils before them,
the Panthers will seemingly
have to prove themselves in
each succeeding playoff round.
As the lower-seeded team in
the East, they will be the
underdog In each round. And if
they do make it to the Stanley
Cup Finals, they would have
the home-ice advantage only if
St. Louis manages to pull off an
upset In the West.
But even though the Panth-

ers haven't gotten the national
recognition of other teams in
their conference, the Flyers
are well aware of their capabilities.
They split their season series
2-2-1, with each team scoring
10 goals. The Panthers outshot
the Flyers 130-122. Something
else for the Flyers to consider:
The Panthers havent lost in
their last five visits to the
Spectrum.
Flyers captain Eric Lindros
doesnt think it will be a day at
the beach against Florida
"It's not going to be flag
football," Lindros said. "They're really forechecking hard.
And we'll be facing great goaltending."

That would be John Vanbiesbrouck, perhaps the biggest
name on this low-profile team.
The Panthers did finish
fourth in the Eastern Conference, 11 points behind the
champion Flyers. Their 92
points were the most in the history of their three-year-old
franchise.
"They're a big, strong physical team," Panthers coach
Doug Maclean said of the
Flyers. "But I hear everybody
say how tough we are in the
playoffs.
The Panthers only needed
five games to beat the Boston
Bruins in the first round. The
Flyers needed six to eliminate
the Tampa Bay Lightning.

See CAVS, page eleven.

Massimino returns
as Vikings coach
CLEVELAND -- Rollie Massimino, who coached Villanova to
an NCAA basketball championship but faltered as Jerry Tarkanian's successor at UNLV, was
hired Tuesday as the coach at
Cleveland State.
Massimino, who is returning to
coaching after a two-year absence, replaces Mike Boyd, who
resigned March 25.
"I felt I wanted to coach," Massimino said. "It didn't make any
difference what it took. I wanted
to be part of young people."
Massimino, 61, replaced Tarkanian at UNLV in 1992 but left
in 1994 with a $1.8 million buyout
amid fan displeasure over his
slower-paced basketball and disclosure of a supplemental contract with the UNLV athletic department. He was 36-21 in two
seasons with the Rebels.
Massimino signed a four-year
contract with Cleveland State
that will pay him a base salary of
$100,000 a year. He also has the

"

See TENNIS, page eleven.

Cleveland
edges
White Sox
The Associated Press

The Associated Press

Thomas J. Sheeran
The Associated Press

tournament," Morin said. "The
semi-finals match they played
was as good as they've played all
year."
Other Falcons performed well
at the tournament at both singles
and doubles flights. Junior Joel
Terman and Ryan Gabel finished
third at the fifth and sixth singles

opportunity to run a basketball
camp and do radio and television
work. He said he will disclose all
aspects of the contract.
Boyd was 79-88 in six seasons
at Cleveland State. The other finalists to replace him were Bob
Weltllch, former coach at Mississippi, Texas and Florida International, former Southern California coach Charlie Parker and
former California coach Lou
Campanelll.
Massimino won the NCAA
championship in 1985 at Villanova, where he had an 18-year record of 357-241.
He said it would take time to
rebuild the Cleveland State program but said his experience at
Villanova might be a model. His
Initial goals are to win a Midwestern Collegiate Conference,
go to a major tournament and
then "one never knows."
"I feel that kids are kids and
student-athletes are studentathletes," he said. "I think they
all want to be disciplined. They
See ROILIE, page eleven.
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CLEVELAND - Jim Thome
homered and drove in three runs
Tuesday night as the Cleveland
Indians beat the White Sox 5-3,
ending Chicago's seven-game
winning streak.
Three Cleveland pitchers limited the White Sox to four hits,
and Julio Franco drove in the goahead run with a sixth-inning
single that ricocheted off relief
pitcher Brian Keyser.
Dennis Martinez (4-2) allowed
three runs and three hits in seven
innings, including a first-inning
home run by Frank Thomas. Jim
Poole pitched a perfect eighth,
and Jose Mesa worked the ninth
for his ninth save in nine tries.
Kevin Tapani (2-1) couldn't
hold an early 3-0 lead, giving up
four runs, nine hits and four
walks in 5 1-3 innings.
Thome drove in two runs with a
two-out, bases-loaded single in
the third inning, then tied it at 3
with his leadoff home run in the
sixth.

Pirates
blast
Cinci
The Associated Press

CINCINNATI -- Jeff King hit a
solo homer and a grand slam in a
nine-run fourth inning night
Tuesday night as the Pittsburgh
Pirates beat Cincinnati 10-7, the
Reds' eighth consecutive defeat.
King became the third player
in major-league history to have a
two-homer Inning for the second
time in his career. He also
homered twice in an inning last
Aug. 8 against San Francisco.
Orlando Merced and Jacob
Brumfield added sol) homers to
help Denny Neagle (3-1) get his
first road victory of the season.
The left-hander allowed five runs
and 10 hits over six-plus innings,
coasting behind the big lead.
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Olympic torch makes way
through downtown Phoenix
Walter Berry
The Associated Press

st/Chrlt Pondy

Ronald Johnson of Phoenix leads the Olympic torch through Yuma, Ariz., early Tuesday.

PHOENIX -- Construction
workers mingled with office
workers Tuesday as thousands of
gawkers lined downtown streets
to catch a glimpse of the Olympic
flame.
"It's like watching a little bit of
history happen right before your
eyes," said Tom Barnowskl, an
office manager who watched one
relay as a runner stopped to light
the torch of the next in line.
"This is the closest I'll ever get
to an Olympic anything," said
Marnia Valasquez, who drove 100
miles from her Marana home to
see the flame before it headed to
Nevada on Wednesday. "I just
had to come."
The flame arrived in Phoenix
Tuesday morning after a
172-mile trip from Yuma by

freight train - only the second 4-foot flame at speeds of up to 70
time in the history of the Games mph.
that it has traveled by rail.
The only other time the flame
The 19-car Union Pacific train has moved by rail was for a short
took off for Phoenix at dawn to stretch in Norway on its way to
mark the start of a 42-clty, the 1952 Olympiad In Helsinki,
whistle-stop tour that will end in Finland.
Chicago on June 3.
Several hundred people at
The train will carry the flame Phoenix's Union Station erupted
along rail segments as part of the in cheers as 16-year-old Juwan
relay's 15,000-mile journey from Nuvawokva accepted a 32-inch
Los Angeles to Atlanta, where the torch almost half his height and
Olympics begin July 19.
ran the relay's first kilometer.
The torch relay began SaturHopi tribal chairman Ferrell
day In Los Angeles and bicyclists Secakuku sprinkled com meal oo
from California carried the the pavement in front of Nuvawflame to the Arizona border okva to give him good luck.
Monday night. A series of relay
"I just wanted to do it right. It's
runners then carried the flame a great honor to be the first one,"
into Yuma.
said Nuvawokva, a two-time
A 40-inch raised cauldron on boys' state cross-country chamthe train's last car was lighted pion at Hopi High School in
with the relay flame, and a cur- northern Arizona. "I'd like to be
tain of air around the cauldron an Olympian someday hopefully.
formed a tunnel that shields the It's one of my dreams."

Commentary: Woods should turn pro as soon as he can
RonSlrak
The Associated Press
Tiger Woods, the best amateur
since Jack Nicklaus, likely will
be a professional golfer by the
end of the summer. And the timing seems perfect.
Despite coy responses from
Woods and his family's insistence that he finish college,
:most golf insiders expect the
20-year-old Stanford sophomore
to turn pro after the U.S. Ama•teur in August, especially if he
wins the NCAA tournament in
June.
; With that accomplished. There
-seems to be no reason why
•Woods, who turns 21 in December, shouldn't start playing for
pay. The track record for getting
.'started young is pretty good.

Nick Faldo turned pro at 19.
Nicklaus and Greg Norman were
21.
And, by the time Seve Ballesteros was 21, he led the
European PGA Tour money list
three times and had tied for second with Nicklaus In the 1976
British Open at age 19, behind
Johnny Miller.
By 23, Ballesteros had won 20
tournaments worldwide, including the British Open, the Masters
and one PGA Tour stop.
Woods, who has four firsts,
three seconds and a third in 10
college tournaments this year,
was simply awesome In the
Pac-10 Championships, opening
with a 61-65 to take a 14-stroke
lead.
There seems to be no reason
for Woods to stay an amateur.

"Despite the denials, the general feeling of people in golf is
that he will be a pro by the end of
the summer," -aaid one source
connected to the business side of
the game. Several other sources
agreed with that thinking.
What about the desire of his
father, Earl, and mother, Kutllda,
that Tiger get a college degree?
"People are saying he will drop
out of school and turn pro," another golf insider said. "But he
can do both play pro and stay in
school. He can make up his own
schedule and it wont be as strenuous as college golf. That way he
can satisfy his parents' desire
that he get a college degree."
Earl Woods was unhappy when
the NCAA made Tiger reimburse
Arnold Palmer for a $25 dinner
last year. And the elder Woods

Greenbriar, Inc.
Time is running out for you to get...

had to give up his job as a talent
scout for International Management Group, the agency that
manages Palmer, when Tiger entered Stanford for fear the NCAA
would object.
"My plans haven't changed,"
Woods said at the Masters. "I
went to college to get an education. That's most important. And
if I'm playing golf better than a
year ago, I'm also enjoying the
college experience more than a
year ago."
Notice, he talked about education and the college experience,
not college golf.
One thing missing from Woods'
resume Is the NCAA individual
championship.
Nicklaus won it in 1961 and
turned pro later that year.
Woods, who was fifth last year,
will try again May 29-June 1 in
Chattanooga, Tenn. If he wins it,
Woods will maintain his pace to

Houses

1, 2, and 3 Bedroom Apartments
We also have limited number left at Mercer Manor
Call us or come in for a listing!
352 - 0717

add them together, and this kid
should win more than that,"
Nicklaus said. "This kid is absolutely the most fundamentally
sound golfer that I've seen at almost any age."
Nicklaus' prediction that
Woods will win 10 Masters may
be a little excessive, but it gives
an idea of how much he has impressed.
Those expectations will be
Woods' greatest burden.
Woods has the ability to compete on the pro level. He has
shown that on the course. He has
the smarts. He has shown that in
the interview room and by getting Into Stanford.
And he has the maturity to
handle the pressures of big-time
golf.
Tiger Woods is ready. So are
pro golf fans. No need keeping
them apart any longer.

Blades pleads no contest
The Associated Press

Efficiencies

match Nicklaus achievement for
achievement.
In August, Woods tries to win
the U.S. Amateur for the third
consecutive year. No one has
done that. Not Nicklaus. Not
Bobby Jones. With that done,
what other reason would there be
for Woods to stay an amateur?
If Woods turned pro after the
U.S. Amateur, he could play in
some PGA Tour events on sponsor exemptions. Non-tour members are allowed seven a year.
Then he could either go to qualifying school in December or
earn his tour card next year on
the Nike Tour. After earning his
tour card, Woods need only play
in 15 events a year to keep it allowing him the chance to enter
the tour at a leisurely pace.
Even his idol says Woods can't
miss.
"You can probably take Arnold's Masters and my Masters,

FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. Seattle Seahawks receiver
Brian Blades pleaded no contest
Tuesday to a manslaughter
charge stemming from the death
of his cousin in a July 5 shooting.
Charles Blades died of a gunshot to the head. The former
University of Miami player was
charged with shooting his cousin

' -^

II

224 E. Wooster

with a 38-caliber semiautomatic
A sentencing hearing was sel
handgun at the player's home.
for May 28. The no contest plea
"I want to be able to prevent comes after Blades had claimed
any more suffering to Charles' his innocence for months, saying
family, my family, my team- the shooting was an accident.
mates, my friends and our chilAccording to the arrest wardren," Blades said in a statement rant, the shooting occurred when
to Broward County Judge Susan Brian Blades intervened in an
Lebow. "Nothing can change the argument between his brother
events of July 4th (sic) of lasl Bennie, a defensive back for the
year. Nothing can bring Charles Detroit Lions, and Bennie's exback."
girlfriend.
»
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Unbridled's Song still uncertain for Derby
Ed Schuyler Jr.
The Associated Press
LOUISVIIXE, Ky. - While Unbridled's Song remained In the
Kentucky Derby picture Tuesday, the colt might not start In
the race.
"If he makes as much Improvement In 24 hours as he did
from last night to today, I think
you'll see him Saturday," trainer
Jim Ryerson said about the early
Derby favorite, who has a left
front hoof and heel problem. "It's
a day-by-day thing."
Entries must be made by 5 p.m.
EDT Wednesday, with postposition draw to be held at about

6:15 p.m.
The Derby betting favorite
could become Skip Away, winner
of the Blue Grass Stakes on April
13 at Keeneland.
Ryerson revealed on Monday
that Unbridled's Song had a quarter crack (a small hoof crack)
and a heel cut that were discovered after his victory in the
Wood Memorial at Aqueduct the same day as the Blue Grass.
The gray colt has been wearing
a bar shoe that keeps the heel
from hitting the ground.
The shoe was removed Monday
and the foot was soaked, and a
new shoe was put on Tuesday
morning. The new shoe is called a

Z-bar, which, Ryerson said, ena- a lead pony.
bles the injured heel to be treated
"I'm happy the way he went,"
more easily.
Ryerson said. "I'm happy the
"Well, it seems like there was way he cooled out. We have four
some aggravation," Ryerson said days and if everything goes well,
In explaining why the shoe was he'll run. I'm going to look at it
changed and the foot soaked. positively until I cant anymore."
"He's a little tender in one area.
Ryerson said he might breeze
That's why we changed the shoe. Unbridled's Song on Thursday,
I don't know whether you want to but that the colt could go into the
race without another workout.
call It an infection."
Ryerson did say Unbridled's
Skip Away, Impressive In winSong was being treated with an- ning the Blue Grass by six
tibiotics, but he said the colt lengths, worked five-eighths of a
would have no problem passing a mile Monday In 1:002-5.
"I feel very confident," said
post race test.
Unbridled's Song went to the Sonny Hine, who trains Skip
Churchill Downs track at 9:30 Away, also a gray colt, for his
am. and walked and jogged with wife Carolyn. "If he stays as he

NFL owners approve Oilers'
move to Nashville this year
Paul Newberry
The Associated Press
: ATLANTA - NFL owners
voted-Tuesday to allow the Houston Oilers to move to Nashville,
Tenn.
"It passed," said Alex Spanos,
owner of the San Diego Chargers,
emerging from a 4 1/2-hour
meeting. "Houston is moving to
Tennessee."
Still uncertain was when the
team will actually move to the

Tennessee capital. The Oilers
have a lease with the Astrodome
through 1997.
Also, the deal is contingent on
Nashville residents approving a
May 7 referendum on the $292
million deal. Polls suggest overwhelming support for plans to
bring the state its first major
league franchise.
The Oilers would be the seventh NFL team to switch cities
since 1982 - and the fourth in the
past year.

Unlike the impassioned effort
to keep the Browns from moving
from Cleveland to Baltimore, a
"Save The Oilers" campaign
failed to generate much interest.
The team has played to
thousands of empty seats in recent seasons and a rally earlier
this year attracted less than SO
people.
"I'd hardly call that an emotional outpouring," New Vork
Giants co-owner Robert Tisch
said before the vote.

ROLLIE
Continued from page nine.

CAVS
Continued from page nine.

five-game series and then face a
team that won three straight and
is ready to go," Fratello said
Tuesday.
The last team to come back
from an 0-2 deficit and win three
straight in a five-game series
was the Denver Nuggets in 1994
against Seattle.
The Phoenix Suns in 1993
against the Los Angeles lakers
were the only team in NBA history to lose the first two games at
home and then win the next
three.
"They will try to break our
spirit early in the game and hope
that we'll just say: That's it, we
can't do it,'" Fratello said.

One key for Cleveland will be
its outside shooting.

"New York has obviously made
us do some things that we don|r.
want to do. It's a different Kniclci
In Cleveland's last victory at team now, and when you go back
New York on April 11, Danny to the regular season, the only'
Ferry had the highest-scoring time when they were healthy
game of his career, scoring 32 they beat us by 10 points," Fratepoints on 11-of-13 shooting - in- llo said.
cluding S-for-5 on 3-pointers - as
j;
"They've just done a great joh£
the Cavs won 101-97.
Going to Charleston (for pre>
In the Cavs' three regular playoff camp) was very good for
season victories over New York, them, It reunited the group, got it
they averaged nine 3-pointers a back together again and got their
game, but in their two playoff heads all In the same direction,"
losses they have made only 12.
Fratello said.
Ferry is shooting Just 38 percent overall and l-for-12 on
"But at the same time, if we
3-pointers, Bobby Phills is l-for-6 couldn't do it, I'd say 'Hey, we
on 3-pointers and Chris Mills is just cant do it,' but that's not thfe
O-for-4.
case."

$500 X-treme Pun
College_Incentive

DGN
EDITO

all want to work hard. They all
want to graduate and, most especially, they want to win.
"Again, I say patience ... it can
only happen if it's done by these
people," he said with a wave at
players attending the announcement.
Massimino was introduced by
university president Claire Van
Ummersen, who gave him a
green and white Cleveland State
baseball cap. Massimino briefly
wore it, then took it off.

applications for
Fall Semester 1996
are being accepted
through 5 p.m. Friday May 3.

Athletic director John Konstantinos said Massimino met the
criteria the school was seeking head coaching experience, a
clean NCAA record and the ability to excite players and fans.

Applications may be picked
up in 204 West Hall.
372-2607 for more
details. Search reopened.

k

Is, he's got a good chance."
"I dont think you want your
"I thought that horse was awe- horse to run a career race in the
some in the Blue Grass," trainer race before the Derby," said ft
Ron McNally, who will start Ma- Wayne Lukas, who will saddle •
tty G, said of Skip Away. "I sort record five horses for the Derby.
of think he's the horse to beat off "Sometimes you get It whethefcj
that race."
you want it or not. Sonny's horsfe
Two other Derby trainers, did it."
however, doubt Skip Away can
Lukas will saddle Editor"*
repeat his Blue Grass perform- Note, Grindstone, Honour and
ance.
Glory, Prince of Thieves and Vic"As a trainer, I've never had a tory Speech
horse run like that and come
None will be going into the
back and duplicate it In his next Derby off a victory, but, Luka*
race," said Bob Baffert, trainer said, "I think I've got a solid
of Santa Anita Derby winner Ca group of horses."
vonnier and Semoran. "If he
Should one of them win, Lukaif
does, he (Hine) has a Triple would extend his unprecedented
Crown winner."
string of victories.

"The man is a proven winner,"
Konstantinos said. "He has
coached and won at every level
beginning with high school."

I

Plus, 2 Year Free-Ride Toyota Auto Care"
Available to all College Students!

|

II you're a college student with the ambition to pursue X-treme fun, you can receive a $500 Certificate
good toward the purchase or lease of any new 1996 or 1997 Toyota.5
Plus 2-Year Free-Ride Toyota Auto Care' which includes 24 hour Roadside Assistance,
Oil Changes & Inspections. Eligible college graduates also get added incentives including No Money
Down financing or a Lease with No Security Deposit required/
But don't wait., this limited offer ends September 30,1996!
Call our toll-free number or visit our web site today to obtain your free $500 X-treme Fun College
Incentive Certificate.

Choose from a wide selection of any new 1996 or 1997 Toyota
models including...
COROLLA

CAMRY

TENNIS
Continued from page nine.

flights, and the doubles combo of
Terman and junior Seth Dimling
finished third at the third doubles flight.
Despite a mediocre performance at the MAC championships,
Morin feels the season was a success. "Although we didn't finish
in the top three, we had a good
year," Morin stated. "We had a
couple of matches we could have
won, but overall I'm pleased with
our season."

♦ Vwn&filt
JAZZ NIGHT

GIVE SMOKING
A KICK
IN THE BUTT.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
(Too many to list)

IHI llll Ml",

k

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes, and
Apartments

"tiniiiiiiiiiiiim'

Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of
complete details and speak with bur friendly staff!
354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
,

(across from Taco Bell)

>
-•--•■----»- - -1

See Greg Brokaw (1995 BGSU Graduate)
at THAYER ® TOYOTA 1225 N. MAIN ST.
HE WANTS TO HELP YOU GET A NEW CAR.

353-5751

I THE BG MEWS RECYCLES I
00 YOU?
i

i

Classifieds
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CAMPUS EVENTS

SERVICES OFFERED

• BUY YOURSELF A BUTT
Gel your name or slogan written on Brian and
Jo* as they go on thee- Jock Slrap Run tor
Fun. $3 gait your alooan anywhere on thair
bodyl Tha Butlocka wW COM you $10 lor your
manage! Sign up al day Wadnaadaym Waal
Hall « • Buraarabla And it benefits Ihe Campui Escort Service bacauaa you should ba
able n safely gal acroat campus not manar
WHAT you're weanngll
THE BIO HAIRY POSSE
AS SEEN ON TV EXCEPT NAKED-ER
EARN J1 JO
Tha Sleep Lab needs female students (age
16-20) to parttciapte In a 49-hr. sleep deprivation experiment this summer. Parnapanis muat
be enrolled m summer classes.
Call 2-2547 or 2-2474 for Into

BUY YOURSELF A BUTT
Gel your name or slogan on Brian and Joe aa
they go on their Jock Strap Run lor Fun. S3
gate your slogan anywhere on their bodyThe
Buttocks will coat you $10 for your meajaoel
Sign up al day Wednesday In West Hall
It's Buraarabla
And it benefits the Campus Escort Service because you should be able to safely get across
campus no matterWHAT you're weanngll
THE BIG HAIRY POSSE
AS SEEN ON TV EXCEPT NAKED-ER
House cleaning services offered for residences. Affordable. Call Kim at 353 0S0B.
Pregnant?
Free Pregnancy tests. Confidential and
caring. 354-4873 BG Pregnancy Center
SKYDIVE NOWII
10 mm. from B.G.S.U. campus.
Student A Group discounts
Master car oWISA accepted
SKYDIVE BG. 352 5200

STUDENT FLMS
Thursday. May 2
The Glah Film Theater
FREE
Sponsored by UAO
Questions? 2-2343
TWO HEN IN JOCKSTRAPS!!
come *itness the second Jock Strap Run for
tun!! This Wednesday around 5:45 Brian and
oe from Tha Big Hairy Posse win leave Weal
Hall run around Tha Union over to the Math
Selene Building and bach to Waal Hall A reception wH be held immediately blowing tie
run al Campue Pollyeyee
AS SEEN ON TV EXCEPT NAKED-ER

TWO MEN IN JOCKSTRAPS!!
come witness the second Jock Strap Run for
tun!! This Wednesday around 5:45 Brian and
Joe from The Big Ha'ry Poaae will leave Weal
Hall run around The Union over to the Math
Science Building and back to Weal Hall. A
reception wil be held immediately following tie
run at Campus Pollyeyee),
AS SEEN ON TV EXCEPT NAKED-ER
Word Processing • Term Papers, Thesis,
Dissertations, Resumes on Laser Printer.

CITY EVENTS

Call 352-6705 (9 to 9).

FOURTH

ANNUAL CINCO OE MAYO
FIESTA
SUNDAY. MAY 5,1996-1:0O-6:0OPU
VETERANS HALL. CITY PARK
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO
LIVE MUSIC, FOOD, CRAFTS, PINATAS
RAFFLES, MUCHOFUNII
$1.00 DONATION AT THE DOOR
sponsored by Latino Networking Committee
a Human Relations Commlaslon.

PERSONALS
ALPHA CHI' ALPHA CHI
Congratulations Sara Theis on
being selected the Entertainment
commentator for Channel 24
BGNewsl
We're proud of you Saral
ALPHA CHI'ALPHA CHI
ALPHA CHI-ALPHA CHI
Congratulations Missy Pearch
on being selected the Sports
commentator fa Channel 24
BG News! We're proud of you!
ALPHA CHI-ALPH CHI

RIDES
BUY YOURSELF A BUTT
Gel your name or slogan written on Brian or
Joe as they go on thee Jock Strap Run tor
Fun. $3 gets your slogan anywhere on their
body. The 8uttocka will coat you $10 tor your
message' Sign up all day Wednesday in West
Haiti It's Buraarabla and it benefits the Campus Escort Service because you should be
able D safely get across campus no manor
WHAT you're weanngll
THE BIG HAIRY POSSE
AS SEEN ON TV EXCEPT NAKED-ER
TWO MEN IN JOCKSTRAPS!!
come witness the second Jock Strap Run for
tun!! This Wednesday around 5:45 Brian and
Joe from The Big Hairy Posse will leave West
Hall run around Tha Union over to the Math
Science Building and back to Weal Hall A
reception will be held immediately following the
run al Campus Pollyeyee.
AS SEEN ON TV EXCEPT NAKED-ER

IS"

Alpha Phi • Alpha Phi ■ Alpha Phi
Congratulations to Ellen Lang on her new poeltion of travel director of UAO. I love youl Love,
your little Came.
Alpha Phi' Alpha Phi' Alpha Phi
Alpha Phi • FUI' Alpha Phi' FUI
Congratulations to Ellen Lang on her recent lavalienng to FUI PhU Briggs We love you two
Love, your family.
Alpha Phi' FUI* Alpha Phi' FUI
AOM • AOII • AOII • AOM
Congratulations to Jenoiler Spauiding on her
recent pearling to Jon Gehrmg
AOII' AOII 'AOII' AOII
Attention 1996-1997 Seniors"
Applications for Homecoming King and Queen
candidates will be available in the Student Acrjules Office (330 Union) on the first day of
classes In the tal. Any Questions? Call
3722343.
Attention all studentsi
Grants, Scholarships Available
Qualify Immed. 1 -600-257-3834
ATTENTION STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
Don't forget to return you End-of the year report, summer contact, and OrganizaDona' Fair
registration to the Office of Student Lite Office,
Room 405, Student Services by May 3. Any
question regarding these forms? Call Student
Life at 372 2843.

Mm a fraction of what we spend an
sports can help keep society in •tape.

(.he Five.

Come Fly With Us!

•Recurrent Training
•Flight Instruction
(Single & MulM.Engine)
.Aircraft Rentffljl,
•Aircraft Sale****
•Aerial Photography
•Airplanes. Ride*
•Buslneaa Aircraft ' *.'
Mgmt.

ATTENTION STUDENTS"
If you have located a summer job
that is related to your MAJOR.
stop by the Co-op Office to register tor
a tree transcript notation
VALIDATE YOUR EXPERIENCEI
310 Student Services
2-2451 details

Private, Instrument, Ccfnmeidall
Ground School Starts in May
Information Packets Available

m

NOFA

•GUI Certificates

AOirZBT'AOII'ZBT
Congratulations to Amy Barr on her pinning to
Zeta Beta Tau's Jon McGowan
2BT-AOII'ZBT-AOII

Need 2 roommates lo share part of house on
E Wooster for full year lease Contact MerecWiand Headier. Cal 352-5088.

AXO • ALPHA CHI OMEGA ' AXO
WAY TO GO Al PHA CHIS ■
flATBETAI
OUR TEAM WAS GREAT - MISSY.
THERESA. SARA T.. ANGEL. ANO KIMI
ABIGTHANKSGOESOUTTOOUR
COACHES JESSICA ANDCARRtEl
ALPHA CHIS ARE THE BEST!
AXO • ALPHA CHI OMEGA ■ AXO

Needed Roommate to share a 2 bdrm. apt Cal
354-5086.

Need 2 subleasers lor summer of -96 Call
352-5045.

Subleaser needed trom 5/10/96 to 7/31/96.
own bedroom and bathroom. S190 * gas &
electric, price negotiable. Cal Jim or Macy at
3544516.

NORTHWEST OHIO FLYING ASSOCIATION, INC.
Wood County Airport, 1255 E. Poe Rd., BO • 353-0389

clewlMi/akrM am

iJieBjIDJjJ^
Fir yiur summeUir yiur career;
TempsPlus-Staffing Solutions has the right assignment
for your summer break. Call today and we can have an
interview set up when you get home!

NATIONAL PARKS HIRING
Positions are now available at National Parka.
Forests 8 Wildlile Preserves. Excellent benefits $ bonuses! Cal: 1-208-971-3620 exl N
55445.
NEE0 MONEY?
SUMMER JOBS IN FOOD
OPERATIONS FOR BGSU STUDENTS
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT AND ALL
FOOD OPERATIONS DINING UNITS.
C-STORES, AND SNACK BARS.

SUBLEASER WANTED FOR SPACIOUS 2
BEDROOM APARTMENT. AVAILABLE MIDMAY. HEAT AND WATER INCLUDED. ArC.
QUIET LOCATION. CALL 3S4-1907 8 LEAVE
MESSAGE.

BUY YOURSELF A BUTT
Get your name or slogan written on Brian and
Joe as they go on their Jock Strap Run lor
fun. S3 gen your slogan anywhere on their
body .The Butlocka will cost you f 10 for your
message! Sign up all day Wedneeday in Waal
Han.
It's Bunsarable.
And it benefits the Campus Escort Service because you should be able to safely get across
campus no matter WHAT you're wearing! i
THE BIG HAIRY POSSE
AS SEEN ON TV EXCEPT NAKED-E R

SUBLEASER|S| NEEDED IMMEDIATELY!!
$50 to 1st person who takes over my lease!
Now - Aug. Cat! Carrie 354-5214.
SUBLEASERS
lor SUMMER'96
ACROSS the STREET FROM
CAMPUS. Cal 354-4066
SUMMER SUBLEASERS NEEDED
spacious 4 bdrm house • 4th and high
call: 352-7578. rent negotiable

Call the Sporte/Enlertalnment line Today
Sports fun. scores, point spreads, and much
more. Call 1-900-656 6000 em. 5657.
Kggrmin. Muat be 18 yrs or older ProCall
Co. 602-954-7420.
___

TWO MEN IN JOCKSTRAPS!!
coma witness the second Jock Strap Run
tor Fun!! This Wedneeday around 5:45 Brian
and Joe from The Big Hairy Poeae will leave
Weal Hall run around The Union over to the
Math Science Building and back to West
Hall. A reception will be held immediately following the run al Campue Poltyeyea.
AS SEEN ON TV EXCEPT NAKED-ER

Don't ruin your spring vacation because you're
too cheap to buy a tanning package.
Campus Tanning * 352-7889
EUROPE it69
CaribboarvMe«ico 1189 R/T
Be a little flexible and save (SS
Well help you beat the airline prices.
Destinations worldwide.
AIRHITCH 100-326-2009
airhitch@nelcom.com

Urgent! $100 off/mo. Take over lease for
summer 98.1 bdrm apt. 2 blocks from campus.
Extremely quiet Furnished w/ dishwasher.
gas heat. A/C. laundry. Only S245/mo. ♦ utii
8 gas. Call 353-8708.

HOTIHOTIHOTI
Lose 20 lbs. by summer break!
New metabolism breakthrough. Results guaranteed' Free giftwith purchase $29.95 cost.
Call 1-800-KM-1684

Painters needed: exterior home painting
Columbue area. Exp. pref. but not required.
Musi have own transp. 1-800-995-9904.
PROOFREADER
NFO Research. Inc. has an immediate opening
tor a full-time. 2nd shift Proofreader This individual will be responsible tor proofreading and
editing questonare documents
Minimum requirements include:
'Excellent spelling and grammar skills
'Good typing skills
'One year of experience with desktop publish.
Ing software preferred
'Associates degree preferred
NFO offers compeotive salaries and benefit
packages Please send resume to:
NFO RE SEARCH, INC.
POBo.315
Toledo, OH 43697
Ann: Human Resources
No Phone Cats Please
NFO is an Equal Opportunity Employer
Sitter needed. S-10 hrs/week. Flexible.
Weekends and evenings. BG area. Please call
Kay M-F. 10-4 823-3435.

HELP WANTED
Summer Business
Are you an entrepreneur?
Great opportunity, low start up cost
Management training
Earn up lo $600 per week.
Vehicle required.
Call Greenland Irrigation
1-800- 361 4074

M$ HEADING HOME TO CLEVELAND FOR
THE SUMMER? HELP PAY FOR FALL TUITION OR HAVE EXTRA SPENDING MONEY
FOR SUMMER. $7/HR, 9-5 M-F.NO WEEKENDS AND NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
MODERN OFFICES IN CLEVELAND AREA.
216-226-7117.

INTRAMURAL FORFEIT FEES. THIS SEMESTER FORFEIT FEES MAY BE PICKED
UP IN THE INTRAMURAL OFFICE. JUST
BRING IN YOUR RECEIPTBY MAY 8TH. THE
OFFICE WILL BE OPEN 12O0 5.0OPM
MONDAY WEDNESDAY DURING FINALS
WEEK.

»35,0O0/YR. INCOME POTENTIALreading
books. Toil tree (1) 600 8989778 Ext. R 2076
lor details.

JUMP AND SPIN INTO THE FIGURE SKATING CLASS. NEED ONE MORE CREDIT
HOUR FOR FALL? FIGURE SKATING
CLASS. SIGN UP FOR PEO 181 OR 261.

Apt cleaners needed May 10 to May 30 Apply
WnBirop Terrace Apts 400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135.

NEED ONE MORE CREDIT HOUR FOR
FALL?
LEARN HOW TO ICE SKATE!!
SKIN UP FOR PEG 180 OR 260.

Are you •Outgoing
■Sell-Motivated
'Goal-Oriented
"A Team Player

SAE • SAE • SAE - SAE • SAE - SAE
The Brothers of
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
would like to congratulate Seth Dimang
on his recent engagement to Enka Mayer
SAE ■ SAE ' SAE ' SAE ' SAE ' SAE

'Sales Experience
helpful but not necessary
The BG News is looking for successful advertising account executives for Fal 1996/Spring
1997. Appscatons available at 204 West Hal
or call John Viroslek al 372-2605 for more details

STUDENT FUMS
Thursday. May 2
The Gish Film Theater
FREE
Sponsored by UAO
Questions' 2-2343

Bartender and wait staff.
Edgewood kin. Pomoerviile. OH.
Apply In person. Rt. 6 8 199.

Summer Employment. Warehouse work. Ful
time. Overtime available. 1 at A 2nd Shift.
Convenient Store cashiers needed. Full and
part-time Apply (or both Comer Ca/ryout.
Front St anQRl 65 Grand Rapida.
Summer Wait Stall. Jacques Restaurant, also
need Sous Chef. Apply in Person. Findlay Inn
and Conference Center 200 E. Main Cross St.
Findlay. Ohio or call 1-800-825 1455 ask for

exl. 103.
TROPICAL RESORTS HIRING
Entry-level A career positions available worldwide (Hawaii. Me»co. Caribbean, etc.). Wait
staff, housekeepers, SCUBA dive leaders, fitness counselors, and more.
Call Resort Employment Services
1 -206-971 -3600 exl. R55443.
UNIVERSITY PAINTERS
$o-$9/hr. • 300 positions avail.
Painters, foreman, trainers
Columbue, Toledo, Canton,
Dayton, Cincinnati, Cleveland
Training provided, work w/other BG
studenta. For Into In your hometown call

Business is great!
The Findlay kin has openings in the following
areas: sous chef, servers 8 Jacques fine dms-ig
room, weekend bartenders In the Pheasant
Lounge. Apply in person at Findlay Inn $ Conference Center, 200 E. Mam Cross. Findlsy.
Oh

TWO MEN IN JOCKSTRAPS!!
come witoess the second Jock Strap Run for
fun!! This Wedneeday around 5:45 Brian and
Joe from The Big Hairy Posse will leave West
Hall run around the Union over to the Meth
Science Building and back to Waal Hall A
reception wiH be held immed lately following the
run at Campus Pollyeyee
AS SEEN ON TV EXCEPT NAKED-ER

CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED: Trimdown
Fitness, coed camp located in the Catskill
Mountains of NY. All Sports. Water-skiing,
Canoeing. Ropes. Lifeguards. Cralts, Dance,
Aerobics, Nukibon, Kitchen, Office 120 posi
lions. Call Camp Shane (800) 292-2267

USFSA COMPETITIVE PRECISION
TEAM FORMING NOW. CALL
372-852) FOR INFORMATION.

Cashier. Pro Shop. Waitress. Waiter, restaurant. Muat be 21 for restaurant. Tanglewood
Golf Club 833- 172S.

1-800-879-2656

FOR SALE
•86 Ford Bronco II. Call Lisa at 352-5223.
1981 Honda CM 400 E Classic street motorcycle. 3900 original rmles. Kim condition. $1000
tlrm. Call 372-6361.
i963Chevene
Great Shape Low Miles
$1095 354-7063 Danny

Childcare lor 1 year old in my Perrysburg
home. Preler. but don't require, someone who
can continue m the fall. Non-smoker. Cal
1-419-874-6467 or 372 2899

WANTED

Cleaning and Maintenance help needed. Starting May 10. Apply at 316 E. Merry Apt. 3 or cal
353-0325.

1 MF summer subleaser Furnished apt.. ArC.
free cable, reasonable rent. Utilities included,
dose to campus, dean. Also need roommate
for 96-97 school year Call 354-8067

COUNSELORS - INSTRUCTORS needed!
100 positions! Coed summer camp. Pocono
Mine. PA Good salsryllps! (908) 689-1339.

1 or 2 aubleaaers warned lor stud© apt
Can be available IMMEDIATELY. Call Bryan at
353-6168, leave message.

Do you live In northeast Ohio?
Part/Full time server posioons available. Cal
Madison Country Club at 218428-2888. Ask
'or C ate or Randy (Must be 10)

2 summer aubleaaers. Ml. Vernon Apts. Spacious, Arc SieSrmo. includes gaa * water
354-8017.

EARN $500 or more weekly stuffing envelopes
at home. Send long SASE to: Country Living
Shoppers. Dept U. PO Box 177g, Denham
Springs. LA 70727.

3 sublessors wanted for summer. Duplex with
ArC. Iifjevrno. plus uMities Starts m May.
Call 352-4295 or 352-0579.
3 Summer Subleases needed tor 3 bedroom
house. 8250/person for entire summer. Cal
Chris, Wes. or Jeremy al 354-6521.

EARN GREAT MONEY and valuable sales 8
marketing experience. Memoknk is coming to
BGI We need one highly motivated individual
to help us coordinate our project. Call Dave at
(800) 563-6654 lor more information.

Advertising, Business, Communication. & Marketing majors Co-op with internal'! Corp.
810.2S starting pay. No Exp. Necessary. Ful or
part time openings. Must call now. Positions
fling fast 538-2177.

Inc.

Looking kv a fun fob this summer?
Work on the Island Hopper in Port Clinton. OH.
Hiring deck hands, bartenders, waitresses.
sales clerks. Must be friendly, outgoing, and
like boats. For appiicaDon and Interview appolntmenl. Cal 419-734-4336.

ENVIRONMENTAL
Growing too fast and NEED HELPII Looking lor
several tun, energetic, end motivated individuals to work in exciting atmosphere. Training
provided. Toledo office. 419-832-0387.

BUY YOURSELF A BUTT
Get your name or slogan written on Brian and
Joe as they go on thair Jock Strap Run tor
Fun. 83 gets your slogan anywhere on their
body The Buttocks will cost you 810 for you
mossagel Sign up all day Wedneeday In West
Hall
He Bursarable
and it benefits the Campus Escort Service because you should be able to safely get across
campus no matterWHAT you're wearing'
THE BIG HAIRY POSSE
AS SEEN ON TV EXE PT NAKED-ER
Desperate tor Summer Subleasers. 3 bdrm. 3
yr old house. $600 entire summer. Cal
372-4019.
Female Subleaser wanted to share apt. w/1
other person $300 for entire summer. Own
room, dose to campus. Call Sarah 352-9532.
Friendly male/female subleaser needed starting Aug 96 to May'97 Own room Rent »165
Ask tor Carrie 352-6683

Home City Ice Company is now hinng tor these
positions: Route Dnvers. Production Stackers.
Truck Loaders. Competitive wages/flexible
schedules. Locations throughout all ol Oho
and Southeast Michigan. Call tor details at
1-800-899-8070.
HOME TYPISTS
PC users needed. $45,000 income potential
Call 1-80O-513-4343EXI B-9849.
Housekeeper needed one or two days a
month StO/hr. Phone 353-2022. Leave name
and phone number on answering machine.
Island Hopper is looking for a band to play a
variety of music aboard ship on Thurs., Fh..
and Sat. Send demo tape or VCR tape to: 4 N.
Jefferson. Port Clinton. OH 434S2.

1985 Olds Calais runs very good, never ores.
AMFM cass stereo, dean interior, asking
$1095. Would like to sell before May 11th. Call
Bob at 352-6423.
87' Chevy Astro Van, many new parts. Asking
$3500 or best offer. Call (419) 372-3438 ask
for Nik it no answer leave a message.
For Sale: Sofa Sleeper. Great condition • $30.
Call Melissa al 354-4522.
La Z Boy sleeper sofa $125
La-Z-Boy Rocker/recliner $75
Call 686-0602
Tandy computer. IBM compatible w/printer.
352-5870 Best otter over $300
WHY PAY RENT? LIVE FOR FREE NEXT
YEAR. DUPLEX FOR SALE: $74,000. LIVE IN
HALF. RENT OUT THE OTHER INCLUDES
AJCi. W/D. LARGE STO. GARAGE. CALL
352-1572.

t♦
t♦
♦
♦

FOR RENT
* Summer Apartments Available *
Call 353 0325
Very close to campus. A/C. Furnished
" Rooms fa Rent"
729 4th St. - Females
309 1/2 E Merry Males
Furnished. Call 353 0325
" lor2bdrm apts.316E.Merry"
9.10.12.15 mo. leases 96-97 sch. yr.

Call 353 0325

12 month leases starting May 16. 1996
404 1/2 E. Court • Erf.c • 1 person • $265 *
util.
408 E. Court • 2 bdrm - 2 person • $460 ■ uW.
Sieve Smith 352-6917.
1996-97 school year. 2 bdrm. turn or unfum.
apts $500 per mo. ind. free heal, water.
sewer.gas&HBO 705 7th St 354-0914
2 bdrm. rum.. $600 for summer. 704 5fh St.
1 bdrm. furn.. grade. S330.601 3rd St
2 bdrm. unlurn.. 12 month lease. $450-475.
2 bdrm. turn.. 9 or 12 mo. lease. 352-3445
2 bdrm.. rum/unfurn. apts. $500 for entire
summer, ind. free water, sewer, gas. and
H8Q 724 6th St, 705 7th St. Cal 354-0914.
2 Summer Subleasers needed for house close
to campus. For more inlo please call: 353-4414
or 372-6174 or 372-4507.
3 Bdrm. House. Close to Campus. Aug. • May
Lease Call 354 6420
ATTENTION!! Need 1-2 Female Subleasers
tor the summer to live with 3 other tun cool
girls. Please don't hesmiaie to call. We really
need you. Please phone Mandy at 372-6231.
Avail, in May • 1 yr. lease
1 bedrm apt on University Ln $595 includes uUlities.
3 bedrm. house, 2 baths on Leroy. $660 ♦ utilities
3 bedrm. house, 2 baths on University Ln. $860
.ufll.
Avail. Aug. 1 -1 yr. lease:
2 Lg. 1 bedrm. furnished apts. on Prospect.
$595 includes utilities.
2 bedrm. house on Ada Ave. $595 * uM.
3 bedrm. house, 2 baths on University Ln. $665
* undue*.
3 bedrm. house on Troup Ave. $795 ♦ util.
Call 352-9371 6 leave a message.
Clean, Deluxe 2 bdrm. (urn. dishwashers, reeldent mgr.. A/C heal, water A sewer prov.
Need May renters - Call Greg 354-0401 after
6pm.
Efficiency Apt tor rent 329 E. Wooster. 9 mo.
lease $300Vmo. 12 mo. lease $275/mo. ♦ util.
Call 352-4166 or 352-7992
FOR RENT: House in 1st block of S. College
Large yard. 3 bdrm. Max. 5 people. 12 mo.
lease $850 per mo 353-8491.
GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS.
800 Third St. renting lor the
coming Smr.. sch. yr 1996-97 A
12 mo. Excellent i br.A2br.uniis
Convenient location, reasonable rates.
Ail utilities induced
Stop by office f 10.
PHONE 352-4966
Houses, 1 A 2 bedroom Furnished apts.
1 year, 9 month, and summer leases
Call 352-7454
Subleaser needed in summer. 3 bdrm. house,
very dean, own room, washer/dryer, large
huchen. 2 bathrooms Call 354-3169.
Summer Subleaser Needed
Air conditioned two bedroom
Rent negotiable
Call Jennifer 352-1190

SENIOR FAREWELLS
BUY YOURSELF A BUTT
Get your name or slogan on Brian and Joe as
they go on their Jock Strap Run tor Fun. $3
gets your slogan anywhere on their body. The
Buttocks will coat you $10 for your message!
Sign up an day Wednesday in West Hall
N'a Bursarable.
And it benefits the Campus Escort Service because you should be able to get safely across
campus no manor WHAT you're wearing) I
THE BIG HAIRY POSSE
AS SEEN ON TV EXCEPT NAKED-ER
TWO MEN IN JOCKSTRAPS!!
come witness the second Jock Strap Run for
Funt This Wedneeday around 5:45 Bnan and
Joe from The Big Hairy Poaae will leave West
Hall run around The Union over to the Math
Science Building and back to West Hall. A
reception will be held immediately following the
run at Campue Pollyeye

AS SEEN ON TV EXCEPT NAKED-ER

Mill AM MANOR
• NOW RENTING •
Choose from choice apartments within
walking distance to campus Summer 1996
and school year 1996-1997.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished,
gas heat and water included, air conditioning.
641 Third St. Apt 4, B.C. Resident Manager 352-4380

Lifeguards wanted. Portage Quarry Recreation
Club Inc. Taking Applications for lifeguards lor
summer amp. Apply at T-Square Graphics,
121 S. Main St. BG.

Hey! t bedroom cottage-isn duplex aval, for
summer only. 8235/mo . mi. 352 9376 Tim.
Male or female subleaser horn now unrj May.
$22S/mo Close to campus. Electric 8 phone
only. Very rvco apt Cal 353-3212.

Live near Sandusky?
Love the islands?
Apply with Goodtime Island Cruises
in Sandusky. Jackson St Pier
(4ig)62S-9692

Call: 1-tee 966-PLUS

mil

Locations in:
Cleveland. Akron, Richmond Ht., Parma & Mentor

TfaMSPIlS • SUfflu Sllltitis

tOI-eWIVto

Work outdoors w/other students.
No experience necessary. Will train.
Earn $6-9.007hr.
Call Today!
niversity

1-800-879-2656

http://www.uni vpaintcom
Oslesarret Cthmkm. C

it

i

♦

t

Gam Valuable

onual Paste-up.
Many Full-time positions available with some
of the finest companies in N.E. Ohio. NO FEES!

♦
♦
♦
♦

experience in

Gaaaral Offiei, Aetaaadag, Data Eatry, Cattamar Saniea,
AammiMtrativ. Sacratarial, laab'ag & Mara
Graduating?

^

i 6 2 bdrm apt. avail. 96 l2mo.
leases including heat, hot water, cooking &
sewer. Locaieo Ctough 6 Mercer 3520164

in li

Rainters"

The Khtt-Nlctl Oiokc

Rd Design. Macintosh
Experience, and
Organizational skills
GotoStudent Employment for more information
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